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ABSTRACT 
 

In silico experiments in the field of bioinformatics generate large 
amounts of data since most of the tasks are done in an exploratory 
fashion. Workflows are one of the many tools used by scientists to 
model complex tasks. 
The interoperability of data generated from these tools plays an 
important role in improving the efficiency of such tools and also in 
verifying results from other experiments. 
We aim to compare workflow systems by integrating bioinformatics 
data in Vistrails and Taverna. We also look at how the two systems use 
the open provenance model that has been developed to bring 
provenance interoperability. 
We developed web services to perform similar functions of some 
workflows in Vistrails. With the services we were able to perform most 
of the tasks we planned using both systems. 
Differences in how lists of items are processed in the two systems 
results in differences in how workflows are composed in the two 
systems. In Taverna there is implicit iteration and in Vistrails requires 
the use of additional modules to perform iteration. 
There are also differences in the execution times of workflows using 
web services, with workflows in Taverna taking longer than their 
counterparts in Vistrails.  
There are some similarities in the execution pattern of workflows if 
same workflow is invoked multiple times, with the first invocation 
taking longer time than the subsequent ones. 
 
 
KEYWORDS: 

Workflow, interoperability, bioinformatics, web services, Vistrails, 
Taverna, provenance. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
 

The amount of scientific data generated from complex computations is 
rising everyday. This is evidenced in the field of Bioinformatics where 
scientists have to perform exploratory tasks such as finding sequences 
of a given protein structure in a data bank that share some similarities 
to some other structure. Some of these experiments need a lot of 
computational resources that cannot be met by a single computer. 
Scientists also need the need to share and verify the data/results 
generated from the experiments of their counterparts.  

Workflows assist the scientists in the automation of their tasks and 
processes such that output from one process is automatically fed into 
the next process as input. This allows scientists to model the complex 
tasks with limited or no programming.  

There are several tools or workflow management systems available, 
which are used to carry out the analyses and testing of their 
hypotheses. However most of the tools are not standardized in the 
way of how data/results are stored. So data generated from these 
tools cannot easily be used in another different system.  

The nonexistence of adopted standards for workflow systems has a big 
impact on the interoperability of different workflow systems. Microsoft 
and IBM have developed the Business Process Execution Language 
(BPEL) so that workflows from tools that follow the BPEL standard can 
easily be run in another tool following the same standard. Similarly 
this can be applied to scientific workflows. However data processing in 
scientific workflows is not exactly the same as in business workflows 
[15], so methods that work in business workflows might not have the 
same behavior when applied to scientific workflows.  

The Open Provenance Model (OPM) is a standard for scientific 
workflows that has been developed to bring provenance 
interoperability between different scientific workflow systems. 
Provenance refers to how a particular data product was generated. 
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1.1 WHAT IS A WORKFLOW? 
 

A workflow is an automated process, in which tasks are passed from 
one resource to another for action according to a set of rules. 
Workflows are used for data transformations or they provide some 
other services. The decision on which time to invoke or activate the 
next process is different for many applications. In some applications 
tasks are passed to the next process when all computations in that 
process are through, and in other applications the next process is 
invoked depending on the availability of data needed by that particular 
process.  

 

1.2 SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOWS 
 

Scientific workflows are used in many scientific disciplines such as 
computational biology, climate modeling, and weather forecasting. The 
amount of computational resources used is usually much higher than 
that in business workflows.  

1.2.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOWS 

 
Ludäscher et. al [15] lists some requirements needed by scientific 
workflows:  

- Scientific workflows most of the times require local and remote 
access to resources such as databases, or executing a remote 
service (web service)  

- The workflows are usually composed of many different web 
services, and this may require data transformations.  

- Scalability – (for workflows that have large volume of data and/or 
use a lot of computational resources), the infrastructure should be 
able to support such requirements without any significant 
performance degradation.  

- For workflows that use a lot of computational resources and web 
services reliability and fault tolerance is needed. 

- Data provenance is very important in scientific workflows as it 
provides a way of reproducing a data product.  
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1.2.2 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOWS 

AND BUSINESS WORKFLOWS 
 

Business workflows are control-flow oriented in the sense that the 
logical ordering of tasks in the workflow is of prime importance; 
Business workflows are also event driven in that the execution order of 
tasks is determined by the occurrence of certain events.  

Scientific workflows (and also business workflows) are data flow 
oriented. The execution order of tasks depends on the exchange of 
messages between processes. 

Modeling approach: business workflows are usually modeled using 
Petri nets [17]. The workflow processes are represented as directed 
bipartite graphs in which nodes represent places or transitions. Places 
hold the distributed state of system represented by the number of 
tokens in the place, and transitions, which show the movement of 
data/tokens from one process to another. 

Scientific workflows are modeled using data flow process networks in 
which the workflow is modeled as a collection of processes, which 
communicate to each other through unidirectional FIFO channels. Data 
flow process networks are a special kind of Kahn process networks  
[16]. 

Business workflows are usually composed by software engineers while 
scientific workflows are made by the scientists themselves (who are 
experts in their fields like biology, geography etc) who may not be 
experts in the field of information technology [18]. 

 

1.3 RESEARCH PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 

The nonexistence of standards (adopted standard) for workflow 
systems has a big impact on the interoperability of different workflow 
systems. Microsoft and IBM have developed the Business Process 
Execution Language (BPEL) so that workflows from tools that follow 
the BPEL standard can easily be run in another tool following the same 
standard. Similarly this can be applied to scientific workflows. 
However data processing in scientific workflows is not quite the same 
as in business workflows, so methods that work in business workflows 
might not have the same behavior when applied to scientific 
workflows. For example the workflows in scientific and business 
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domain may need different interfaces from construction to execution 
since the level of expertise of people composing and executing the 
workflows may be different [18]. 

 

1.4  METHOD 
 

In this project we want to be able to integrate bioinformatics data in 
Vistrails. For this we need to study workflows in other systems and in 
particular Taverna, which has been designed for bioinformatics. 
Issues of security are also taken into consideration since these 
systems use web services, which are distributed by their nature. 
The provenance challenge [28] came about in order to address the 
differences in the interoperability of data from different workflow 
systems. We study how this has been addressed in Taverna and 
Vistrails. 

Our method is to compare the systems by translating bioinformatics 
workflows between the two systems on a higher level. We will 
translate workflows from Vistrails to Taverna by using web services. 
This is based on similarities at how data /metadata is stored in each of 
these systems. 

We will also look at how the modules are represented in each of the 
systems, and see if any differences between them have an impact on 
the suitability in one system and not the other. 

 

1.5 MOTIVATION 
 

Both Vistrails and Taverna are used in the bioinformatics community to 
perform exploratory tasks and also provide some visualization of the 
results (Vistrails was primarily developed for visualization). These two 
systems will be compared and identify the key strengths and 
weaknesses in each of them. We will also look at issues of provenance 
and provenance interoperability that are needed in the scientific 
community for the verification of results. 

Vistrails, which is an open source, provenance-enabled software 
system, has an infrastructure that can be combined with and enhanced 
with other existing visualization and workflow systems [9]. 
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On the other hand Taverna, which is also open source, also allows the 
integration of many bioinformatics tools and data resources into 
workflows [4]. It has access to web services, R-Scripts, BioMart 
databases, BioMoby services, and you can also add customized 
services through Beanshell scripts. 

 

1.6 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
 

Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to bioinformatics. It gives an 
explanation of some terms in the area of proteomics and genomics. 
Furthermore it also gives an overview of the Systems Biology Markup 
Language, which has been used in the workflows we plan to translate. 
 
Chapter 3 contains a description of web services and it also gives some 
examples of web services used in the bioinformatics domain. It gives a 
brief overview on the structure of XML, SOAP messages, and the Web 
Services Description Language (WSDL). 
 
In chapter 4 we outline the concept of workflow provenance system. 
We give a brief description of several workflow systems. We describe 
the meaning of provenance and its uses. The provenance challenge 
and the open provenance model are also described in this chapter. A 
review of related work is also contained in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 5 contains a comparison of two workflow systems, Vistrails 
and Taverna. It gives the architecture of each of the two systems and 
shows how workflows are composed and executed in each of them. It 
also shows how provenance is handled in the two systems. 
 
Chapter 6 describes how we have addressed our research problem. It 
shows how we have implemented our solution to achieve 
interoperability between different workflow systems. It also shows the 
results of our solution. 
 
Chapter 7 contains an evaluation of the implementation and chapter 8 
concludes the whole work in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 - BIOINFORMATICS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Improvements in experimental techniques and in biological 
methodologies combined with the use of computers, have led to an 
increase in the amount of proteomic and genomic data [1]. 
 
Bioinformatics is the use of computational resources to help in the 
analysis, management and storage of biological data generated from 
the scientific experiments. The goal of bioinformatics is to increase our 
understanding of the biological processes of living organisms which 
can consequently have a big impact in many areas such as molecular 
medicine by finding genes associated with a particular disease, and in 
agriculture where genes from certain bacteria can be used to control 
pests of some crops [2]. 

2.2 GENOMICS AND PROTEOMICS 

The basic building block of all living things is the cell. There are 
organisms that are single-celled e.g. bacteria, and others like the 
human being are multi-celled. In a multi-celled organism, the cells in 
different parts of the organism are adapted to perform different 
functions. 
The Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a molecule in each cell that 
directs and controls all activities of the cell. The arrangement of bases 
on a DNA strand is called the DNA sequence. The DNA sequence 
determines the function of each cell, which consequently determines 
the characteristics of the organism. 
The complete set of DNA for an organism is called the genome. Genes 
determine the composition of proteins and it is these proteins, which 
perform most cellular functions.  
The group of all proteins made by a cell at a particular time is called a 
proteome. The proteome determines the growth of an organism and 
its molecular level activity [3]. The proteome is different from cell to 
cell since there are different cell types with distinct genes [3] (e.g. red 
blood cells and white blood cells). 
By identifying the proteins associated with particular diseases, 
proteomics has been used in the identification of new drugs for the 
treatment of those diseases [60]. 
The genome of a bacterium is a single DNA molecule. The DNA for 
other organisms is grouped into chromosomes. Humans have 23 
chromosomes. The gene coding for a particular protein corresponds to 
a sequence of nucleotides along the regions of the DNA molecules [3]. 
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Lesk [3] identifies some functions of proteins in living organisms: 
• Provision of the coating on most living organisms, e.g. viral coating 
• Catalyzing the chemical reactions in living organisms (enzymes) 
• Storage and transport (haemoglobin) 
• Proteins providing the immune system, hormones, and many 

others. 
 
DNA Microarray [3] are "devices for checking a sample of DNA 
simultaneously for the presence of many sequences". They are used to 
detect mRNA (messenger ribonucleic acid) so that the expression 
patterns of different proteins can be determined. They are also used to 
detect different variant gene sequences (genotyping). 
The expression patterns of a cell’s genes are measured by determining 
the relative amount of many different mRNA. Hybridization [3] is used 
to measure whether a particular sequence is present in a sample of 
DNA or not. So high throughput is achieved in microarrays by running 
several hybridization experiments in parallel [3]. 
Microarrays are used in diagnosis and classification of diseases, drug 
selection and measuring pathogen resistance. 
An Open Reading Frame (ORF)[3] is a potential protein-coding region. 
It is a region of "DNA sequence that begins with an initiation codon 
(ATG), and ends with a stop codon". 
 
Computer programs which identify the ORF, use two approaches to 
identify the protein-coding regions: 

• identification of regions similar to known coding regions of other 
organisms 

• identification of genes from known coding (Ab Initio method). 
 

Protein engineering is used to explore new proteins, DNA sequencing 
can detect the presence or absence of a particular gene, and it can 
also be used to find out the relation of particular genes to diseases. 
 

2.3 BIOINFORMATICS TOOLS AND DATABASES 
 

There is a wide range of biological databases and other tools that 
contain information on sequencing, genomics and proteomics. The 
information in these databases has been collected mostly through 
scientific experiments, literature, and also through analyses. 
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2.3.1 EUROPEAN BIONFORMATICS INSTITUTE 

The European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) [2] has a range of analysis 
tools that have been divided into the following categories: 
 
• Similarity Search Tools 

These are used to identify similarities between your sequences that 
have an unknown structure and function to those sequences (in a 
database) that have a known structure and function. 

 
• Protein Function Analysis 

The tools under this category compare the protein sequence to the 
protein database "containing motifs and protein domains". 

 
• Structural Analysis 

These tools carry a more detailed analysis on the sequence to 
identify the evolution of the sequence or to identify mutations. This 
can help in the identification of the specific function of your 
sequence. 
 

There are three central biological processes listed by the EBI [2] which 
determine how the bioinformatics tools are built: 

• The DNA sequence determines protein sequence since genes 
that contain the complete set of DNA determine the composition 
of proteins. The DNA sequence refers to the order of the 
nucleotide bases (adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine) in a 
DNA molecule. 

• The protein structure is determined by the protein sequence. 
Protein structures are formed through the interaction of proteins 
with each other. 

• The protein function is determined by the protein structure since 
there are different protein structures that perform different 
functions. 

2.3.2 THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT 

The Human Genome Project [5] that is run by the National Institutes 
of Health (NIH) provides a "high quality reference DNA sequence for 
the human genome's base pairs and to identification of all human 
genes". 
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2.3.3 INTERNATIONAL NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE DATABASE 

COLLABORATION. 

The International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration 
(INSDC) [64] contains DNA and RNA sequences which are regularly 
updated and synchronized from the DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ), 
GenBank, and from the European Molecular Biology Laboratory 
(EMBL). 
 

2.3.3.1 GENBANK 

GenBank [8] is a database containing nucleotide sequence and 
protein translations. 
 

2.3.3.2 DNA DATA BANK OF JAPAN 

The DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ) [63] contains information on 
DNA sequences. 

 
2.3.3.3 EUROPEAN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORIES 

The European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) [61] is a 
molecular biology research institution operating from 5 sites in 
Europe, each site with a different research area in molecular 
biology. At EBI the research area is in computational biology and 
bioinformatics [62]. 

2.3.4 UNIPROTKB 

UniProtKB [6] is a database containing functional information on 
protein sequences. It has two sections, SWISSProt and TrEBML. The 
sequences in Swiss-Prot are manually annotated and reviewed and 
those in TrEBML are automatically annotated. 
Uniprot is a collaboration between the EBI, Protein Information 
Resource (PIR) , and the Swiss Bioinformatics Institute (SBI) [6]. 

 
 
An annotation is a comment to a document or software code that 
provide additional information on it. The information can be on the 
quality of the document or code. In genome annotation you “attach 
biological information to sequences” [65]. 
Annotation can be done in three ways: Manual curation, automatic 
annotation, and by using Ab initio methods. 
In Manual curation experimental data or computer generated data 
about each protein is critically reviewed by a team of annotators [6]. 
This process can be time consuming. 
In Automatic annotation, knowledge from one known sequence is 
automatically transferred to related homologous sequence.  
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To simplify the process automatic annotation is usually done after 
manual curation, so "its easy to transfer the annotations to 
homologous genes"[1]. 
In Ab initio methods, previous annotations rules or chemical property 
rules are used to predict a new feature [1]. 
 
Additional bioinformatics tools are in the form of web services, and 
some of them are discussed in the chapter on web services. 
 
In the article by Hull et. al. [4], the authors point out that despite 
having a lot of applications / databases to do computations on DNA 
and RNA, there is little communication between such tools. "Screen 
scraping" to extract information using scripting languages is one 
method that is currently used. They suggest that there can be 
improvements by using web services description language (WSDL) 
when writing such applications. Web services are discussed in the next 
chapter. 
 

2.4  SYSTEMS BIOLOGY MARKUP LANGUAGE 
 

There are several ways of representing models of biological processes 
such as gene regulatory networks. Different simulation and analysis 
tools use different formats for representing models and so the 
exchange of models between such tools was difficult. The need for a 
common format of describing models led to the development of SBML 
[7]. 
 

The Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [7] is a computer 
readable format based on XML that is used to represent models of 
biochemical reactions networks. It can represent models in cell-
signaling pathways, metabolic networks, and many others in systems 
biology. 
SBML can be used in many programming languages. There are 
Application Programming Interfaces for SBML in Java, Python, C++, C 
and many others. 
 
Structure of an SBML Document 
An SBML model definition consists of one or more of the following 
components which are shown in figure 2.1: 

- Compartment - this is a container of the chemical substances or 
species that take part in a reaction. 

- Species - the chemical substances that participate in a reaction 
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Structure of an SBML Document (continued) 

- Reaction - Transformations or some other process that can 
change the species 

- Rule - specify constraints between quantities and can also be 
used to set the parameter values 

- Parameter - associates a name with a value 
- UnitOfDefinition - used to redefine default units and also define 

new units 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<sbml xmlns="http://www.sbml.org/sbml/level1" 

level="1" version="2"> 

 

<model name=”species_model”> 

    <listOfUnitDefinitions> 

    ... 

    </listOfUnitDefinitions> 

    <listOfCompartment> 

    ... 

    </listOfCompartment> 

    <listOfSpecies> 

    ... 

    </listOfSpecies> 

    <listOfParameters> 

    ... 

    </listOfParameters> 

    <listOfRules> 

    ... 

    </listOfRules> 

    <listOfReactions> 

    ... 

    </listOfReactions> 

</model> 

</sbml> 
 
Figure 2.1: A Skeleton Example of a Model Definition in SBML 
 
Figure 2.2 shows a fragment of a SBML document showing a species 
with an identifier of T2 and the name TIM Protein (bi-

phosphorylated)and it also has one compartment Cell It has 
annotations with SBML metaid with the value  #metaid_0000018. The 
SBML metaid is unique across the SBML document. uniprot resources 
that provide additional information on the species. The species is also 
described by the resource with the uniform resource identifier (URI) 
value of  urn:miriam:uniprot:P49021. 
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<species metaid="metaid_0000018" id="T2" name="TIM Protein (bi-

phosphorylated) " compartment="Cell" initialConcentration="0"> 

      <annotation> 

        <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-

ns#" xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 

xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" 

xmlns:vCard="http://www.w3.org/2001/vcard-rdf/3.0#" 

xmlns:bqbiol="http://biomodels.net/biology-qualifiers/" 

xmlns:bqmodel="http://biomodels.net/model-qualifiers/"> 

          <rdf:Description rdf:about="#metaid_0000018"> 

            <bqbiol:isVersionOf> 

              <rdf:Bag> 

                <rdf:li rdf:resource="urn:miriam:uniprot:P49021"/> 

              </rdf:Bag> 

            </bqbiol:isVersionOf> 

          </rdf:Description> 

        </rdf:RDF> 

      </annotation> 

    </species> 

 
Figure 2.2 SBML Species 
 

2.5 SUMMARY 

In this chapter we gave an overview of bioinformatics, and the tools 
used in bioinformatics. We outlined some of the services that are 
available at the European Bioinformatics Institute and also at other 
institutions like the Human Genome Project. 
We also gave the different ways in which annotations are done which 
are manual curation, automatic annotation, and using ab initio 
methods. 
We also gave an overview of the systems biology markup language 
(SBML) that is used for representing models of biochemical reaction 
networks. 
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CHAPTER 3 – WEB SERVICES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The World Wide Web Consortium [66] defines a web service as "a 
software system designed to support interoperable machine to 
machine interaction over the network". They allow computer 
applications to transmit information over the Internet, specifically 
through HTTP.  
Web services allow applications on different platforms, locations or 
written in different programming languages to communicate. Web 
services operate on several standards, and these are XML [12], Web 
Services Description Language [67], Universal Description, Discovery 
and Integration [59], and the Simple Object Access Protocol [11]. 

3.2 WEB SERVICE INTERACTION 
 

Figure 3.1 shown below shows the process of requesting and invoking 
a web service. 
 

Client
Web Service

UDDI

Registry

WSDL

Document

2

4

6

1 3

5

 
 
Figure 3.1. The process of a web service interaction [12] 
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At first a client issues a request to the UDDI registry to find a certain 
web service (1). The registry then refers the client to the WSDL 
document (2), which has the description of the web service. 
The client then accesses the WSDL document to see what methods are 
available from that service (3). 
The WSDL provides the data to interact with the web service (4). 
The client issues a request (a SOAP-message request) to the web 
service (5), and the Web Service returns SOAP-message response (6). 
 

3.3 XML 

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the markup language that is 
used for data storage and data transmission. It is derived from the 
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). XML is also used to 
create other markup languages like the Systems Biology Markup 
Language (SBML), MathML, Chemical Markup Language (CML), and 
RSS (RDF Site Summary).  This allows the data to be described in a 
structured manner [12]. XML does not specify how the stored data is 
formatted. 
 
XML has several uses and these include data storage and exchange. 
Data in XML is stored in flat files or in databases. The exchange of 
information is easier between applications that store their data in XML 
format than those that store data in different formats since no 
conversion is required for the exchange of data between applications 
using XML.  
 
Figure 3.2 shows an example of a simple XML document.  The 
<company> is called an element, and this describes the data it 
contains. Other applications can then access such elements and do 
some other processing like updating or sorting the values. 
In this example, the first line contains the XML declaration. It declares 
the XML version as 1.0 and the encoding used is UTF-8. Every XML 
document has a root element, and in this case the root element is 
<company>.  After the root element then there are child elements 
that contain the actual data. The child elements in this case are 
employee, and employee has five children; firstname, lastname, 
department, phonenumber, and manager. All elements in XML must 
have a closing tag e.g </company> 

XML elements can have attributes that provide additional information 
about the element. The  <employee> element has an attribute named 
“id”. The value of the attribute is put in quotes. 
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The company element has two attributes xmlns. These attributes are 
used to declare namespaces used in the XML document. Namespaces 
provide unique names to element names and attributes, if the names 
are used in different context. In our example XML, the cmp:employee 
and employee are different since they refer to different contexts. All 
elements prefixed with cmp then are associated with the namespace 
cmp which has the Universal Resource Identifier (URI) 
“http:www.ida.liu.se/2009/dept“, and the other elements without any 
prefix are associated with the default namespace with URI 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/". 

The namespace URI is just used to provide unique identification of 
element names across the Internet. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<company xmlns ="http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/"  

xmlns:cmp="http:www.ida.liu.se/2009/dept”> 

 <cmp:employee id = "1"> 

  <cmp:firstname>George</cmp:firstname> 

  <cmp:lastname>Harlod</cmp:lastname> 

  <cmp:department>Administration</cmp:department> 

  <cmp:phonenumber>232456 </cmp:phonenumber> 

  <cmp:manager>2</cmp:manager> 

 </cmp:employee> 

 <cmp:employee id = "3"> 

  <cmp:firstname>Josef</cmp:firstname> 

  <cmp:lastname>Larsson</cmp:lastname> 

  <cmp:department>Shipping</cmp:department> 

  <cmp:phonenumber>678564</cmp:phonenumber> 

  <cmp:manager>2</cmp:manager> 

 </cmp:employee> 

 <employee id = "2"> 

  <firstname>Jonas</firstname> 

  <lastname>Nyasulu</lastname> 

  <department>Sales</department> 

  <phonenumber>345345</phonenumber> 

  <manager>4</manager> 

 </employee> 

</company> 

Figure 3.2 An example of an XML document 

 

3.4 SIMPLE OBJECT ACCESS PROTOCOL 

The World Wide Web Consortium [11] defines the simple object access 
protocol (SOAP) as "a lightweight protocol used for exchanging 
information in a decentralized and distributed environment". The 
information that is exchanged is defined in XML format. 
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SOAP is the common protocol used for passing data between web 
services and applications using web services [12]. 

 

3.4.1 CONTENTS OF A SOAP MESSAGE 

As shown in figure 3.3, an Envelope is the root element of the SOAP 
message. It describes a call to a particular method  (or a call to a 
certain web service). 

The SOAP body element contains the actual message to be 
transmitted. It can be a request or a response. if it is a request, it 
contains an RPC call to another process (to perform a certain task) . 
The request is sent through an HTTP POST. A response from the server 
contains results of the method call. The results can be values or 
errors. 

A SOAP message does not contain instructions or rules on how to 
process the message. 

There are also other optional elements like the SOAP header that 
contain information about the SOAP message, and SOAP Fault that is 
used for error messages.  

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<soap:Envelope 

xmlns:soap="http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-envelope" 

soap:encodingStyle="http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-encoding"> 

<soap:Header> 

 ... 

 ... 

</soap:Header> 

<soap:Body> 

 ... 

 ... 

  <soap:Fault> 

 ... 

   ... 

</soap:Fault> 

</soap:Body> 

</soap:Envelope> 

Figure 3.3 An example of a skeleton SOAP message [11] 

An example of SOAP request message and SOAP response message is 
shown in the figures 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. The messages involve 
calling a function declared as follows: 
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double square_root (double number); 

Both messages start with the XML declaration. Then the SOAP-
ENV:Envelop tag defines the encoding style used and other schema 
definitions. 
The SOAP-ENV:Body  tag contains the actual data to be exchanged. 
For the request message, it has the name of the message, square_root 
(which is a name of a function), and the data parameters and 
parameter types. In this case it’s a double with a value of 400. 
For the response message name is square_rootResponse with a 
parameter type of double and value 20. 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?> 

  <SOAP-ENV:Envelope 

   SOAP-ENV:encodingStyle=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/ 

   xmlns:SOAP-ENV=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ 

   xmlns:SOAP-ENC=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/ 

   xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/1999/XMLSchema-instance 

   xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/1999/XMLSchema"> 

 <SOAP-ENV:Body> 

  <ns1:square_root 

   xmlns:ns1="urn:MyWebServices"> 

   <param1 xsi:type="xsd:double">400</param1> 

  </ns1:square_root> 

 </SOAP-ENV:Body> 

  </SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 

 Figure 3.4 Soap Request Message 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 

  <SOAP-ENV:Envelope 

   xmlns:SOAP-ENV=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ 

   xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/1999/XMLSchema-instance 

   xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/1999/XMLSchema"> 

 <SOAP-ENV:Body> 

  <ns1:square_rootResponse 

   xmlns:ns1="urn:MyWebServices" 

   SOAP-

ENV:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"> 

   <return xsi:type="xsd:double">20</return> 

  </ns1:square_rootResponse> 

 </SOAP-ENV:Body> 

  </SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 

Figure 3.5 Soap Response Message 
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3.5 UDDI 

Clients can discover web services by making use of the Universal 
Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) [59], which is some 
form of a "yellow page" directory of web services. The service provider 
(or server containing the web service) publishes the WSDL file in the 
UDDI registry so that other clients can easily find the services. The 
interfaces to web services are described in UDDI by using WSDL files. 
Communication in UDDI is done through SOAP messages. 
 

3.6 WEB SERVICES DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE  
 

The web services description language (WSDL) is a language in XML 
format that describes the web services provided by a particular system 
and how the services can be accessed. It specifies the message 
formats, transport protocols, data types and transport serialization 
formats [67]. WSDL is also used to find the location of a particular web 
service. 

An example of a WSDL document is shown in figure 3.6. The WSDL 
document is in XML format. It has a set of definitions as follows: 

• Types – contain the XML schema elements and type definitions 
• Message – consists of parts and the types of the messages. In the 

wsdl document we have two messages, square_rootResponse and 
square_rootRequest. Both are of the type of double 

• portType – describes the set of operations that can be performed by 
the web service. In this case the web service has an operation 
called square_root, it has an input parameter “num1”,  and the 
input message received by the service is square_rootRequest, and 
it returns an output message called square_rootResponse. 

• The Binding element specifies the communication protocol used, in 
this case the binding type used is a remote procedure call. 

• The Service element describes a collection of named ports with the 
bindings and the address (in this case it is 
http://localhost:8081/mywebservice/services/Arithmetic) 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<wsdl:definitions targetNamespace="http://wst" 

xmlns:apachesoap="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap" 

xmlns:impl="http://wst" xmlns:intf="http://wst" 

xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" 

xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/" 

xmlns:wsdlsoap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/" 

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

<!--WSDL created by Apache Axis version: 1.4 

Built on Apr 22, 2006 (06:55:48 PDT)--> 

   <wsdl:message name="square_rootResponse"> 

      <wsdl:part name="square_rootReturn" type="xsd:double"/> 

   </wsdl:message> 

   <wsdl:message name="square_rootRequest"> 

      <wsdl:part name="num1" type="xsd:double"/> 

   </wsdl:message> 

   <wsdl:portType name="Arithmetic"> 

      <wsdl:operation name="square_root" parameterOrder="num1"> 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:square_rootRequest" 

name="square_rootRequest"/> 

<wsdl:output message="impl:square_rootResponse" 

name="square_rootResponse"/> 

      </wsdl:operation> 

   </wsdl:portType> 

   <wsdl:binding name="ArithmeticSoapBinding" type="impl:Arithmetic"> 

 <wsdlsoap:binding style="rpc"  

transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/> 

      <wsdl:operation name="square_root"> 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

         <wsdl:input name="square_rootRequest"> 

 <wsdlsoap:body 

encodingStyle=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/ 

namespace="http://wst" use="encoded"/> 

         </wsdl:input> 

         <wsdl:output name="square_rootResponse"> 

<wsdlsoap:body 

encodingStyle=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/ 

namespace="http://wst" use="encoded"/> 

         </wsdl:output> 

      </wsdl:operation> 

   </wsdl:binding> 

   <wsdl:service name="ArithmeticService"> 

      <wsdl:port binding="impl:ArithmeticSoapBinding" 

name="Arithmetic"> 

<wsdlsoap:address 

location="http://localhost:8081/mywebservice/services/Arit

hmetic"/> 

      </wsdl:port> 

   </wsdl:service> 

</wsdl:definitions> 

 

Figure 3.6 Example WSDL document 
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3.7 WEB SERVICES IN BIOINFORMATICS 

3.7.1 XEMBL 

The European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI)[10] provides the XEMBL 
service which has complete access to the EMBL Nucleotide sequence 
database. 

There are two ways in which the database can be accessed: 

- Clients specify parameters within the URL, and XEMBL returns a 
complete XML document (REST-like interface) 

- Clients specify parameters within SOAP messages and XEMBL 
returns a complete XML document in form of a SOAP response. 

An example of a XEMBL web service is found on the following location: 
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/xembl/XEMBL.wsdl 

The EBI also provides many other web services that have been 
grouped into services for Data Retrieval, Analysis Tools, Similarity 
Searches, Multiple Alignment, Structural Analysis, and Literature and 
Ontologies. 

3.7.2 THE DISTRIBUTED ANNOTATED SYSTEM 

The Distributed Annotated System (DAS) [13] is a client server system 
that is used in the exchange of annotation data on genomic and 
protein sequences. The annotations are spread over multiple sites 
instead of just a single site. A client can collect data on sequence 
annotations from several sources, integrate and display the results in 
one single page or view. 
 
A request in DAS has the following format, protocol://site-
prefix/das/data-source/command?arguments 
An example of a request for the first 50 bp chromosomes of a human 
will be as follows: 
 
http://www.ensembl.org/das/Homo_sapiens.WASHUC1.reference/sequence?segm

ent=1:1,50 
 

This will return the following output in a web browser 

 1 taaccctaaccctaaccctaaccctaaccctaaccctaaccctaacccta 50 
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3.7.3 BIOMOBY 

The BioMoby project [14] provides a centralized registry for finding 
new services. It has three primary components; the MOBY Central, 
MOBY objects, and Object and service hierarchies. The Moby central 
keeps a registry of all data and services that can be distributed in 
different locations. The Moby objects contain information that is 
exchanged between clients and servers. Object Service hierarchies 
describe the relationship between MOBY objects. 
The Moby central automatically generates the WSDL files that are used 
by clients. 
 

3.8 SUMMARY 

 
In this chapter we have discussed what is involved when interacting 
with a web service.  We described each of the components involved, 
which are XML, SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI. We also gave some examples 
of web services in bioinformatics. We conclude the chapter by listing 
the advantages and disadvantages of using web services 

3.8.1 ADVANTAGES OF WEB SERVICES 

• Interoperability 
Since web services transmit data over the Internet using HTTP, 
and most applications can access the web, by using the web 
browser or in some other ways, then communication between 
these different applications is possible. The applications may be 
running on different platforms. 

• Use of open protocols 
Web services use XML to send messages and XML is widely 
supported in many applications. Web services are also built on 
the SOAP standard that is used when sending messages. 

• Component re-use 
Some software modules in one application need not be re-
implemented in another completely different application. If the 
software modules can be offered as a web service, then the 
modules can be used across many different applications. An 
example is given by Labarga et. al. [10] where two or more web 
services are used to construct bioinformatics workflows that are 
used to solve complex biological tasks.  

• Since web services communicate mostly through HTTP, then 
applications utilizing web services can go through firewall 
security measures. You don’t have to change the firewall filtering 
rules if HTTP traffic is already allowed to go through the firewall. 
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3.8.2 DISADVANTAGES OF USING WEB SERVICES 

 

• Since web services use HTTP, applications using web services 
can bypass firewall security measures where rules are intended 
for blocking communication between those applications. 

 

• Reliability of web services.  
Web services may not always be available, and for a mission 
critical application utilizing web services the quality of service 
(QoS) may not be fulfilled. 
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CHAPTER 4 – OVERVIEW OF WORKFLOW 

PROVENANCE SYSTEMS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we discuss provenance and the give examples of 
workflow systems that record provenance. We also discuss the 
provenance challenge that tries to bring provenance interoperability 
between different workflow systems.  

4.2 PROVENANCE 

Workflows are used by scientists to join data management, analysis, 
simulation, and visualization services over enormous complex and 
distributed scientific data and services. Data provenance is a critical 
component of scientific workflows. 
Provenance refers to the origin of data. Reproducibility of results from 
analyses made by in-silico experiments is of great importance. An in-
silico experiment uses computer resources (databases and other 
applications) to test a hypothesis, generate a sequence or 
demonstrate a known fact. Greenwood et. al. [23] point out that if 
other scientists are not able to identify the origin of data then that 
data will be of reduced value. This requires that all intermediate steps 
taken to arrive at a final product need to be documented. 
In scientific workflows, provenance can be in form of the processes 
invoked; services and parameters used and generated or used data. 
The automatic collection and management of provenance data helps in 
elimination of the manual recording of provenance data and results 
[22]. 
 

4.2.1 USES OF PROVENANCE 

Provenance is useful in many ways. 
- Provenance is used to verify results from other experiments. The 

article in [30] says that "if the same conditions (same database 
version, same algorithm, same program etc.) are used then its 
possible to repeat the in-silico experiment". So by simply re-
running the workflow with the same inputs, parameters and 
workflow definition you can verify if the reported results are correct. 

- Provenance can be used to debug workflows. With provenance you 
can reconstruct the sequence of events that led to a particular 
workflow result [69]. Some workflow systems like Vistrails keep a 
history of all changes (like changes in input parameters or workflow 
design) made to a workflow and it is this history of changes that 
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plays a big role in debugging workflows. 
- Provenance is used to improve the efficiency of workflows. In some 

workflow systems like Vistrails, intermediate results are stored and 
these are used later by workflows that involve performing similar 
computations. So workflows avoid re-computations of already 
computed results [46]. 

- Provenance is also used to test if an experiment had been explored 
before by other scientists. Some workflow results can be annotated 
with human readable text that provide information like comments, 
and literature citations that can provide useful information about 
the experiment done by the workflow [44]. So this information can 
be used to check if the experiment has been performed before. 

 

4.3 RELATED WORK (LITERATURE) 

In the article by Callahan et. al.[23] it is said that "often insight comes 
from comparing the results of multiple visualizations that are created 
during the data exploration process", and the authors point out that 
the exploratory process contains many error-prone and time 
consuming tasks. The authors also point out that in some systems 
there is no clear separation between the definition of a data flow and 
its instances. These are some of the reasons that prompted the 
authors to come up with Vistrails, a Visualization management system 
that aim to assist scientists in the visualization and analysis of their 
simulations. 
 
Hasan et. al. [20] discuss the challenges surrounding the security of 
data provenance and they introduce the secure provenance problem, 
where tasks must provide assurances on the three facets of 
security,which are confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
provenance information. Confidentiality ensures that the information is 
available only to authorized clients. Integrity ensures protection 
against unauthorized modification of information. Availability ensures 
that the information is available and accessed in a timely manner. 
 
The article by Freire et. al. [24] discusses several approaches used to 
develop a provenance solution. In this article the authors start by 
defining what provenance is. The authors point out that the volume of 
data generated by computational experiments “has increased with the 
complexity of analysis”. So the manual recording of provenance is no 
longer viable, since it will take too long time considering the amount of 
data generated and all the intermediate steps taken to arrive at the 
final result. 
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Computational tasks can be represented by computer programs, 
scripts, and workflows to ensure that other people can reproduce the 
results from these tasks. The authors point out that these 
computational tasks can be ordered into scripts. They say the 
drawback of this approach is that the manual check-in of script 
changes is still there and the saved information cannot be queried 
easily. 
There are two types of provenance described in the article by Freire et. 
al. [24]; Prospective provenance and retrospective provenance. 
Prospective provenance captures the computational task’s 
specification. 
Retrospective provenance captures the steps executed and the 
environment used to derive a specific data product. It contains a 
detailed log of the task’s execution. Retrospective provenance captures 
information such as what process was ran, the user who ran the 
specific process, and the duration of the process. The authors point out 
that retrospective provenance doesn’t depend on prospective 
provenance. 
 
The article points out that information on the sequence of steps (or the 
process description) and the input data and parameters, 
documentation (which is not captured automatically) and data 
dependencies are important components of provenance. 
There are three key components of a provenance management 
solution; a capture mechanism, representational model, and an 
infrastructure for storage access and querying. 
 
The capture mechanisms fall into three main classes as identified in by 
Freire et. al. [24]; 
 

• Workflow based – can be part of the workflow system or just 
attached to it. The authors in [24] point that one of the 
advantages of the workflow based system is the tight coupling 
that exists between the mechanisms and the workflow system, 
and as a result there is a “straightforward capture process 
through the system APIs” (e.g. in Taverna, Kepler, and Vistrails 
workflow systems).  

 
In the Vistrails system provenance is automatically captured as 
users make changes to a workflow [24]. The changes are 
captured by the History Manager (which is part of Vistrails) and 
saved in the Vistrails Repository. 
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• Operating system based – require no modification since they 
rely on operating system functions. One of the drawbacks of the 
OS-based mechanisms is the non-availability of coupling and as 
a result more processing is required to “extract relationships 
between system calls and tasks”. However no modification to 
existing processes is required.  
The Earth System Science Observer (ES3) extracts provenance 
information from external applications by monitoring their 
interaction with the execution environment [31]. The 
interactions can be system calls, file inputs or outputs. These 
interactions are then saved in an ES3 database. 

 
• Process based – these mechanisms require the processes 

involved to document themselves. The Provenance for Recording 
Services (PReServ) is a software package that allows the 
recording of process documentation to be integrated with other 
applications [32]. 

 
Several provenance models share the process and data dependencies. 
Freire et. al. [24] point out that though the provenance models may 
be different in terms of the domain and user needs, its possible to 
integrate information that conforms to different provenance models. 
They point out that the “ability to represent provenance at different 
levels of abstraction can lead to simpler queries and more intuitive 
results”. 
The authors show that structuring the provenance information into 
different layers leads to a normalized representation that avoids 
storing redundant information. This is shown in the Kepler system, 
which has one layer. The specification of the workflow instance and 
any runtime information is saved to the provenance model every time 
the workflow is executed. This has a negative impact on query 
performance and it also has high storage costs. 
 
There are several ways of storing and querying provenance, as files in 
semantic web languages (XML dialects) and as relational tables. The 
advantage of the file system storage is that users don’t need additional 
infrastructure (e.g. database software and hardware) to store 
provenance information. However the authors point out that relational 
database tables provide a centralized, efficient storage that a group of 
users can share. 
 
A Provenance-Aware Storage System (PASS) [25] automatically 
collects provenance information. The article in [25] describes the 
implementation of PASS and its performance cost. It provides useful 
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functionality that can be used in scientific workflows like automating 
annotations, which are done manually in some systems. 
 
If the amount of provenance information is large as is usually the case 
in bioinformatics in which a single task consists of several other sub-
workflows, it may be difficult to explore the information. Biton et. al. 
[26] propose a solution of user views that allow the user to be shown 
only the relevant information when querying provenance. 
 
The authors in [24] show that most approaches to querying 
provenance models are tied to the storage models used. There can be 
complications if the user does not know the querying language. The 
authors point out that Vistrails addresses this problem (through the 
QueryBy-example) by letting users build queries through the use of 
the interface they use to build workflows. 
 
They also point out that semantic web languages have the potential to 
simplify interoperability issues between different provenance models. 
 
The processing of data in scientific workflows requires the transfer of 
data from other sources to be processed at the local machine. This can 
have a significant network overload if the amount of data is very large 
and the network capacity not large enough. Yang et. Al [27] introduce 
the concept of a mobile task, in which tasks move from the originating 
source and perform computations where the data is. The size of a 
mobile task is much smaller than the size of a data set, so there is 
reduced network communication overhead. However security aspects 
must be guaranteed. 
 

4.4 PROVENANCE WORKFLOW SYSTEMS 

For workflow systems that have the ability to capture provenance 
information, the workflows are represented as unidirectional graphs 
where the nodes represent the modules and the edges between any 
two nodes represent the flow of data between the modules [19]. There 
are numerous workflow systems that allow the storage of provenance 
information. A summary of some of the workflow systems is given in 
the following subsections. 

4.4.1 KEPLER 

Kepler [33] is a workflow system for building scientific workflows from 
a broad range of scientific / engineering domain. It can operate on 
data stored in a variety of formats. The data can be stored locally or 
over the Internet. It has a graphical user interface that is used 
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designing and executing workflows. The interface also allows the use 
of web services. It also has data transformation actors (processes) 
that are used for “linking semantically compatible but syntactically 
incompatible web services together” [33]. Kepler has been used to 
construct workflows in the fields of astrophysics, ecology, biology, and 
geology. Provenance in Kepler is stored in the Modelling Markup 
Language format (MoML) that is in XML format. 
 

4.4.2 TAVERNA 

Taverna [40] is a workflow system that has a graphical user interface 
for creating and executing workflows. It is used constructing 
bioinformatics workflows. Workflows are represented in the simple 
conceptual unified flow language (Scufl). Provenance information can 
be stored in XML format (prospective provenance) or in a relational 
database (retrospective provenance). Workflows are composed by 
making use external services such as web services, biomart, biomoby 
and SoapLab services. 
 

4.4.3 KARMA 

In Karma workflows are represented as directed graphs where each 
node is a service that passes data product as input to the service it’s 
connected to [34]. It collects several forms of provenance, provenance 
on the execution of the workflow (workflow trace), provenance on the 
activities of a single invocation of a service within the workflow 
(process provenance), and data provenance [34]. The workflows are 
represented as XML documents. 
 

4.4.4 PEGASUS 

The Pegasus workflow system allows users to construct workflows at a 
high level of abstraction and then automatically maps them to 
distributed resources [35]. It records both prospective and 
retrospective provenance, which is eventually stored in a relational 
database. Querying this provenance is done through the use of 
SPARQL and SQL. 
 

4.4.5 REDUX 

Redux [24] is a workflow system built upon the Windows Workflow 
Foundation, and it transparently captures the workflow execution 
trace. It stores both prospective and retrospective provenance that is 
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stored in a relational database. This provenance can be queried using 
SQL. 
 

4.4.6 SWIFT 

Swift is a system that is used for building and executing workflows in 
the science and engineering domains. It has been used in the fields of 
biology, social science, and physical science. It is built on the GriPhyN 
Virtual Data System [37]. Swift is capable of performing large-scale 
parallel computations [36]. 
 

4.4.7 PASS 

The Provenance Aware Storage System (PASS) [25] automatically 
collects provenance information on program execution, file inputs and 
outputs. The amount of information collected can be very large. This 
information is collected by the file system and stored in a Berkley 
database. The stored provenance can also be queried. 
 

4.4.8 VISTRAILS 

Vistrails [39] is a workflow and visualization system that supports 
exploratory computation tasks.  It has a graphical user interface that is 
used for the composition and execution of workflows. Data and 
workflow provenance is uniformly captured to ensure reproducibility of 
results by others. Provenance is saved in XML form. Querying of 
provenance is done through several ways like Query By Example 
(QBE) for finding workflows with similar structure or through textual 
queries to find workflows with particular properties. It has an 
infrastructure that allows the use of new tools and libraries.  
Vistrails has been used in the fields of biology and earth science. 
 

4.4.9 ES3 

The Earth System Science Server (ES3) provides an infrastructure that 
assists scientists in the collection of provenance information from other 
applications through monitoring of interactions of the applications with 
their execution environment. 
A directed acyclic graph (DAG) that serves as a workflow framework, 
defines a models inputs, outputs, and processes, that are used when 
collecting provenance [38]. 
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4.5 THE PROVENANCE CHALLENGE AND OPM 
 

The Provenance Challenge [28] also aims to find the interoperability 
between different provenance systems. The participants of the 
provenance challenge (second provenance challenge) came up with an 
open provenance model (OPM) that aims to have “a data format and 
associated semantics by which provenance systems can interchange 
provenance information” 
 

4.5.1 THE FIRST PROVENANCE CHALLENGE 

 

The need for a better understanding of the capabilities of different 
provenance systems and the representations used for provenance, led 
to the formation of the First Provenance Challenge [28]. In this 
challenge participants used the functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) workflow shown in figure 4.1 to execute a set of provenance 
queries. 
 
Each participant had to implement the procedures as dummies that 
make use of the inputs and outputs and all intermediate data. Then 
they had to execute a set of queries (shown below) so as to explore 
the different provenance representations in the systems. 
In the workflow shown in figure 4.1, ovals represent procedures and 
rectangles represent data items. The inputs to the workflow are a set 
of brain images (Anatomy Image 1 to 4) each with varying resolutions.  
It has five stages where each stage is a horizontal row. The stages are 
described below [28]: 
 
Stage 1. 
For each brain image, align_warp makes a comparison with the 
reference image to determine how the new image should be warped 
(i.e. how the position and shape of the image is to be adjusted to 
match the reference brain). The output is a warp_parameter_set 
(Warp Params 1 to 4).  
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Figure 4.1: The functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging workflow [28]. 
 
Stage 2. 
For each warp parameter set, transform the image by reslice to 
create a new version of the brain image with the configuration defined 
in the warp parameter set. Output is a resliced image. 
 
Stage 3. 
Average all resliced images into one single image using softmean. 
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Stage 4.   
The averaged image is sliced to give a 2D atlas along a plane in that 
dimension (for each 3D dimension), taken through the centre of the 
3D image. The output is an atlas data set using slicer.  
 
Stage 5. 
Convert each atlas data set into a graphical atlas image using 
convert. 
 
Some of the queries that were supposed to be performed on this 
workflow were as follows [28]: 

- Find the Stage 3, 4 and 5 details of the process that led to Atlas X 
Graphic. 

- Find the process that led to Atlas X Graphic, excluding everything 
prior to the averaging of images with softmean. 

- Find the process that led to Atlas X Graphic / everything that 
caused Atlas X Graphic to be as it is.  

 

4.5.2 THE SECOND PROVENANCE CHALLENGE. 

The goal of the Second Provenance Challenge [21] was to have 
provenance as an interoperability layer between different workflow 
systems i.e. results from one workflow system should be used in a 
different workflow system. 
The result of this challenge was the open provenance model [29] in 
which "the provenance of objects is represented by an annotated 
causality graph, enriched with annotations capturing further 
information pertaining to execution". 
The Open provenance model is designed to meet the following 
requirements: 

- Allow the exchange of provenance information between systems 
- Allow the development and sharing of tools that operate on the 

provenance model 
- Allow the definition of the model in precise, technology-agnostic 

manner. 
- Support of any object to be represented in digital form. 
- Allow the definition of rules that can identify valid inferences on 

provenance graphs. 
 
The causal dependencies between the three entities namely artifacts, 
processes, and agents are captured by a provenance graph (figure 
4.2). The entities are represented as nodes in the OPM provenance 
graph. 
The OPM is “a model of artifacts in the past explaining how the 
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artifacts were derived”. It does not describe the state of future 
artifacts and activities of future processes. It has a set of inference 
rules that make it possible to identify causal dependencies [41]. 
 
The OPM consists of the following entities: 

- An artifact is an immutable piece of state that may have a 
physical embodiment in a physical object, or a digital 
representation in computer system. Artifacts are represented by 
circles in the graph. 

- Process - Action or series of action performed on or caused by 
artifact. Processes are represented by rectangles in the graph 

- Agent - Contextual entity acting as a catalyst of a process 
enabling, facilitating, controlling and affecting its execution. 
Agents are represented by octagons in the graph. 

- Causal relationships. The three entities artifact, process, and 
agent can be combined to form causal relationships that are 
represented by an arc. There are five causal relationships 
namely: process used an artifact (shown in figure 4.2a), artifact 
was generated by process (figure 4.2b), process triggered by 
process (figure 4.2d), and artifact derived by artifact (figure 
4.2e). These causal relationships are shown in the figure below 
followed by their descriptions: 
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EDGES IN THE OPEN PROVENANCE MODEL 

A PU s e d (R )

              
 
Figure 4.2a : Process used an artifact 
 

P Aw a s G e n e ra te d B y (R )

 
 
Figure 4.2b: Artifact was generated by a process 
 

Ag PwasContro lledBy

 
Figure 4.2c: Process caused by agent 
 

P 2P 1 w asTriggeredBy

 
Figure 4.2d: Process trigerred by process 
 

A 2A 1 w a s D e r iv e d F r o m

 
Figure 4.2e: artifact derived from artifact 
 
Process used an artifact. - Figure 4.2a shows that the process P 
required the presence of the artifact A to complete its execution. 
Artifact generated by process - figure 4.2b shows that the process 
P was required to execute in order for the artifact A to be generated. 
Process caused by agent - figure 4.2c shows that the execution of 
process P was controlled by the presence of agent Ag. 
Process triggered by process - figure 4.2d show that the start of 
process P1 was required for process P2 to complete its execution. 
Artifact derived from artifact - figure 4.2e shows that artifact A1 
might have been used by the process that generated A2. 
 

Roles - The function performed by an agent or an artifact in a process 
is shown using a role in form of an annotation on used, 
wasGeneratedBy, and wasControlledBy causal relationships. 
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Figure 4.3 below illustrates some of the causal dependencies involved 
in the process of writing an email. 
The figure shows that to write an email the User needed a PC, email 
address and a message. The writing of the email was controlled by the 
user and to have the email required the process write-email to be 
executed. 
 
 

User

PC

Email

address

Message

EmailWrite
Email

Used(address)
Used(msg)

Used(PC)
wasGeneratedBy

(write_email)

wasControlledBy(user)

 
Figure 4.3: Causal dependencies of sending an email 
 
We illustrate the same concepts of the OPM using the following 
Taverna workflow in figure 4.4 that translates nucleotide sequences 
into peptide sequences. It uses EBI services fetchData and 
runAndWaitFor. It looks for the nucleotide sequence using the constant 
RefSeq:NM_005700 and then translates the returned nucleotide 
sequence into a peptide sequence. 
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Figure 4.4 Translate Nucleotide Sequence into Peptide sequence 
workflow [source: myExperiment.org] 
 
The artifacts in the workflow in figure 4.4 are the inputs (the constants 
query, style, and format) and the workflow outputs which are 
debug_detail_status, result_sequence, debug_trans_report, 
nucle_sequence and debug_file. 
 
The processes are fetchData, RunAndWaitFor, parametersXML, 
transeqResultXML, runAndWaitFor_param, transeqXML, sequenceXML 
and Merge_string_list_to_string.  
Some of the causal relationships that can be identified in the workflow 
in figure 4.4 are as follows:  

- process used an artifact 
 fetchData used query, style, and format. 

 
- artifact generated by process 
  debug_detail_status generated by runAndWaitFor 
  result_sequence generated by runAndWaitFor 

 nucle_sequence generated by fetchData 
  debug_file generated by Merge_string_list_to_string 
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-process triggered by process 
runAndWaitFor was triggered by fetchData and all the  
intermediate processes. 

 transeqResultXML triggered by parametersXML 
 
Taverna 2.1 is expected to support the OPM graphs [42] 

4.5.3 THE THIRD PROVENANCE CHALLENGE 

The goal of the Third provenance challenge is to identify key strengths 
and weaknesses of the Open Provenance Model, how the OPM can 
represent provenance in a variety of technologies and also further 
discuss on the interoperability of provenance systems [28].  

4.6 SUMMARY. 

In this chapter we discussed the concept of provenance and why it is 
important in the scientific community. We also discussed the 
provenance challenge and the open provenance model that are trying 
to bring provenance interoperability between the different workflow 
systems.  
In section 4.4 we gave a brief overview of some provenance workflow 
systems including Taverna and Vistrails that will be studied in more 
detail in the next chapter. A summary of the workflow systems is given 
in table 4.1 listing the provenance capture mechanism (as explained in 
section 4.3), the domain in which the systems are mainly used and 
also how provenance is stored in each of the systems. 
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Name Capture 

Mechanism 

Domain Storage Other 

Information 

Taverna Workflow 

based 

Biology, 

Ecology, 

Geology 

- Scufl (XML) –

Prospective 

provenance. 

- RDF triples 

(MySQL) – 

retrospective 

provenance 

 

Karma Workflow / 

process based 

Weather – 

forecasting 

- XML / relational 

tuples 

-  BPEL – prospective 

provenance 

 

Kepler Workflow 

based 

Biology, 

Ecology, 

astrophysics 

MoML (XML)   

 

High storage 

costs because 

workflow 

instance saved in 

provenance 

model. 

Pegasus Workflow 

based 

Earth sciences - OWL  / VDS – 

relational 

- SPARQL / SQL 

 

REDUX Workflow 

based 

 SQL Uses layered 

provenance 

model 

Swift Workflow 

based 

Bioinformatics, 

social sciences . 

 Large scale 

parallel 

computations 

Vistrails Workflow 

based 

Exploratory 

computing, 

Bioinformatics,  

- XML / SQL – 

prospective 

provenance 

- SQL – retrospective 

provenance. 

Querying 

through QBE 

and Textual 

queries 

PASS OS-Based  - Berkley DB, file 

system 

Generates large 

amount of 

provenance 

information 

ES3 OS-Based Earth Sciences Relational database -Restricted to 

applications 

running ES3 

environments. 

- Provenance 

extraction in 

arbitrary 

applications 

Table 4.1: Summary of Provenance enabled systems (adapted from [24]). 
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CHAPTER 5 – A COMPARISON OF VISTRAILS 

AND TAVERNA 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we first outline the features of two provenance 
workflow systems, Vistrails and Taverna. We then compare the 
workflow systems by identifying the similarities and differences in how 
workflows are built in each of them and also how provenance is 
provided in the two systems.  

 

5.2 VISTRAILS 

Vistrails is a workflow provenance system that has facilities for 
supporting data exploration and also visualizations of the results. The 
facilities have the ability to manage the metadata and the processes 
involved in creating a particular data product [43]. 
Vistrails is different from the other visualization systems like ParaView 
[47] and SCIRun [48] in that "it separates the notion of dataflow 
specifications from its instances" [45] i.e. the workflow specification 
and the execution instances used to generate a specific visualization. 
Workflows in Vistrails are in XML format. This allows the easy 
maintenance of visualization provenance and it also allows the results 
and information on processes to be easily shared [46]. 
Bavoil et. al. [46] describes three primary visualization techniques that 
are supported in Vistrails: 

Multiform Visualization - the manipulation of parameters or 
modification of a trail allows the same information to be visualized in 
different ways. 

Abstract Views - achieved through the modification of a trail and 
they "apply the same visualization algorithm using different 
simplification criteria" [46]. Since in Vistrails there is separation 
between pipeline specification and its execution instances, new 
visualizations can be obtained by refining or modifying the pipeline 
specification. 

Direct Manipulation - through the Vistrails Builder (figure 5.1) and 
Vistrails Spreadsheet. (Figure 5.2) It is through the Vistrails Builder 
where users can build and modify workflows and also change 
parameter values. 
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Figure 5.1: Vistrails Builder Interface  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Vistrails Spreadsheet window 
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5.2.1 ARCHITECTURE OF VISTRAILS 

Vistrails has a number of components that facilitate the building of 
workflows and these components are the Vistrails Builder, Vistrails 
Repository, Vistrails Server, the Visualization Spreadsheet, Vistrails 
Player, History Manager, the Vistrails Log, and the Optimizer. These 
components are shown in figure 5.3 below. 

Optimizer

Vistrails 

Repository

Cache

Vistrails 

Log

Cache

Manager

Scripts

API

Visualization

API

Player

Vistrail

Server

Visualization

Spreadsheet

Vistrail

Builder

 
Figure 5.3: Architecture of Vistrails [39] 

 
Vistrails Builder - the creation and modification of workflows is done 
through the Vistrails Builder. The interface for the Vistrails Builder is 
shown in figure 5.1.  

Workflows are built by connecting modules from several different 
sources. The workflow specifications (called Vistrails Specification) are 
saved in the Vistrails Repository. The specification can consist of 
several versions of a workflow, to represent the notion of an "evolving 
workflow" [39]. The specifications are stored in the Vistrails Repository 
in XML format. The Vistrails Builder allows the comparison of results 
from multiple views, and also the exploration of parameters [46] 

Vistrails Server - the interaction between the users and workflows is 
done through the Vistrails server or through importing the workflows 
to the Visualization Spreadsheet. 

Visualization Spreadsheet - consists of multiple windows arranged 
in a tabular form, and this allows users to compare results of 
workflows. The user can also explore the parameter space through the 
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Visualization Spreadsheet. Synchronization of the cells can be done in 
several different ways e.g. through the camera viewpoint. The 
contents of the Spreadsheet can also be saved in a .vss format, which 
is an XML format. The Vistrails Spreadsheet is shown in figure 5.2. 

The Optimizer analyzes and optimizes the workflows [39]. 

Vistrails Cache Manager - controls the execution of a workflow since 
it has a record of all the parameters used in workflow instance and 
also invoked operations. When a user executes a workflow, the Cache 
Manager identifies previously computed results from the Cache and 
uses those results. In this way Vistrails avoids re-computations of 
already computed results.  

Vistrails Player - if an operation is not in the Cache then the Vistrails 
Player is responsible for invoking that particular operation from the 
Visualization API and Scripts API. Optimization of the workflows is 
done through interactions between the Player and Optimizer modules.  

The Vistrails Log keeps a record of the workflow executions. The 
information includes what modules are executed, when they were 
executed, the user who executed them and also the parameters used. 

As a workflow is modified, the changes done to the workflow are 
reflected in the History Manager (Version Tree), where the workflow 
is represented in form of a tree. Each node in the tree corresponds to 
a workflow. This is shown in figure 5.4. The workflow corresponding to 
the SpeciesAndReactions node is shown in figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.4: Vistrails Version Tree of the libSBML_demo workflow 

 

 

Figure 5.5: SpeciesAndReactions workflow 

A workflow in Vistrails is represented as a graph where the nodes 
represent some process. Modules in Vistrails are written in the python 
programming language. The python module corresponding to the 
sbmlGetReactions Module in figure 5.5 is shown below in listing 5.1 
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// import of required classes 

class sbmlGetReactions(Module): 

 """Given a model a list of reactions is returned.""" 

 def __init__(self): 

  Module.__init__(self) 

 

 def compute(self): 

  sbml_model = self.getInputFromPort("model") 

  self.setResult("listOfReactions", sbml_model.reactions) 

 

Listing 5.1 Python module for sbmlGetReactions 

 

5.3 TAVERNA 

Taverna is another provenance workflow system that has been 
developed by the myGrid project [42]. It was specifically developed for 
the "composition and enactment of bioinformatics workflows in the life 
sciences community" [49]. Workflows in Taverna are written using the 
Simplified Conceptual Unified Flow Language (Scufl), which is an 
XML based language. It has built in support for a variety of resources 
(over 3500 resources) mostly as web services, services deployed using 
BioMoby and SoapLab frameworks. 
 
Just like in Vistrails, a workflow in Taverna is represented as a graph 
of processors where each processing step represents an atomic task 
i.e. the task either executes completely or does not execute at all. 
 
A workflow in SCUFL has three entries. 
1 Processors - these are modules responsible for the data 
transformation with a set of inputs and produces output. There are 
several types that are supported by the processors: 

- WSDL type - calls a webservice operation described in a WSDL 
file 

- SoapLab type  
- Talisman type - calls a talisman session as a task in a workflow. 
- Nested workflow type - can be used to invoke another child 

workflow 
- String constant - has a single output port returning a constant 

string value 
- Local processor type - this type is used to add new local 

functions. 
 
2. Data Links - these are the connectors between the processors. A 
data link defines the movement of data between two processors 
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3. Coordination constraints - are used to control the execution 
between two processors. 
 

5.3.1 TAVERNA ARCHITECTURE 
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Figure 5.6: Taverna Architecture [51] 

The Taverna workflow system has the Design Perspective where 
workflows are built and the Results perspective that shows the results 
of the workflow execution. 

 
 
Design Perspective 

The design perspective has several sections that are described below. 
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Taverna Workbench - the composition, execution and modification of 
workflows in Taverna is done through the Taverna workbench that is 
shown in figure 5.7. It has a number of components (windows) namely 
Workflow Explorer, Available Services, the canvas where the workflows 
are built, and the contextual view. 

The Workflow Explorer is used to show the flow of data between 
processors and it also shows the selected workflow in form of a tree 
structure. This is shown in figure 5.7 on the rightmost part. 

It shows the inputs and outputs of the workflow, the inputs and 
outputs of each processor, and the data links, which connect one 
processor to another processor. 

The Available Services  

The Available Activities can be sorted according to different criteria 
such as URL, Location, and Provider. 

The Contextual View – when a module is selected from the canvas, the 
details of the module are displayed in the contextual view, which is 
located under the Available services. The contextual view gives more 
information on the selected module. It displays URL, location, and 
dataset of a web service if the module is a web service. 

 
Figure 5.7: The Taverna Workbench 
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Taverna can recognize several MIME (Multi-purpose Internet Mail 
Extensions) types in the results browser: text/plain, text/XML, 
text/html, text/jpeg [50]  

When running workflows, the results of the workflow run are displayed 
in another window called Results Perspective. This is shown in figure 
5.8. It shows the time when the workflow was run and the results 
associated with that particular workflow.  

The Port Results View (bottom left) shows the output ports of the 
selected workflow. Each output port in the workflow has its own tab in 
the port results view. 

Rendered Results View (bottom right) shows the actual values of the 
workflow run. 

Monitor view (top right) shows the workflow as it being executed, and 
the workflow runs (top left) show the workflows run during the current 
session. 

5.3.2 PROVENANCE IN TAVERNA 

As you run a workflow in Taverna, Taverna records several kinds of 
information such as meta-data on how each task has been performed; 
description of service used, the process run, the start and end time. 
 
Workflow Runs 

The workflow runs show the time the data flow was run. Selecting a 
workflow in the workflow runs gives the graphical representation of the 
workflow in the Monitor View and the results of the run in the Port 
Results Perspective. 
The results of a workflow execution are shown in the results 
perspective window. This window has several sections as follows: 
Workflow Runs, Rendered Result, Monitor View, and Port Results View.  
Results of the workflow runs can be saved as html, XML, or just plain 
text. (By selecting the results type) 
Figure 5.8 shows the results perspective window. On the top left 
corner is the workflow runs pane, showing several dataflows that were 
run and the time. Dataflow0 10:39:10 is selected and on the top right 
pane shows the workflow that was run at that time. It has one output 
Fasta_sequence. So the port Results View has one tab for the 
fasta_sequence output. 
On the rendered results view it shows fasta sequence obtained after 
running the workflow. 
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 Figure 5.8: Taverna Results Perspective 

 

5.4 THE COMPARISON 

In this section we compare Vistrails and Taverna in how workflows are 
built, how the processing of lists is done, how the systems can be 
extended (to increase their functionality), how results are displayed 
and also on how faults or errors are handled. 

5.4.1 WORKFLOW COMPOSITION 

To build a workflow in Vistrails one has to select the module from the 
modules container. A Module is represented by a rectangle with small 
squares for the input and output ports at the top and bottom of the 
rectangle respectively. To build a dataflow between two modules 
requires connecting the output port from one module to the input port 
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of another module. The input and output ports must have the same 
data types otherwise the connection will not be made. 

Vistrails has several modules that can be used and some of them fall 
under the following groups; the Basic Modules, VTK (The Visualization 
Toolkit), Vistrails Spreadsheet, Web Services and HTTP. 

Modules under the Basic modules are used for simple tasks and also  
“facilitate the coupling of multiple packages in one workflow” [52]. For 
example the Standard Output module is used to display the results of 
the workflow runs on the console, and the Python Source module is 
used for writing custom Python statements that can be used in your 
workflow. 

The Vistrails Spreadsheet is also used for displaying the results from 
workflows. It is also used for comparing the results from several 
workflows. It can display a “range of data without any additional 
configuration” [52]. 

Vistrails also has the ability of using web services. For any web service 
that has been added to Vistrails, the services provided by that 
particular web service are displayed as modules under the Web 
Services module. 

In Taverna workflows are composed by selecting modules from the 
Available Activities. The modules can be sorted in several different 
ways like type (which is the default), URL, category, style, use or 
operation. After sorting, the modules can be further sub-grouped using 
different criteria.  

Connecting the two modules in Vistrails and Taverna requires that the 
input and output ports have the same data types. 

5.4.2 PROVENANCE 

Provenance as already explained in chapter 4 refers to how a 
particular data product was generated, what processes were involved 
to create the product and who controlled or executed the workflow. 

Zhao et. al [54] describes several views on how provenance can be 
looked at: 

Process Views looks at the inputs and outputs produced by a running 
process, and the time these are generated. 
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Data views looks at the origin or source and the data lineage of a 
data product. It looks at the order of the process runs and the 
products generated from other products. 

The organizational views looks at who created or executed a 
particular workflow. 

The knowledge view keeps the description on process, data, and 
organizational views (also referred to as primary provenance) 

We use figure 5.8 to illustrate how provenance is handled in Taverna 
(version 2.0). A list of all the workflows that have been ran during the 
session is shown under the workflow Runs pane (top left section of 
figure 5.8). It lists all the dataflows that were ran and the time when 
they were ran. 

Selecting a particular dataflow will display the workflow in the Monitor 
View and results of that particular workflow in the Port Results View 
and Rendered Result. So from just a single selection a workflow then 
you can discern what processes were involved to have certain results 
and at what time the workflow was ran. This is the process view. 

Taverna 1.71 also shows the data, organizational and process views by 
showing the intermediate results produced by a workflow, how long 
each process took, and the description of the service operation used. 
This information is recorded so it can be used at a later time [49]. 

In Vistrails provenance information is obtained when users make 
changes to their workflows during the exploration processes. It has a 
change-based provenance model [43]. Users start with a single 
workflow and make changes to the workflow and the parameters used. 
Vistrails then automatically builds a version tree of each these 
changes. Each node in the version tree corresponds to a workflow. An 
example is in figure 5.4 that shows the version tree of a workflow that 
has several nodes from the root node (firstVersionAnnotation). 

The workflow in figure 5.5 corresponds to the SpeciesAndReactions 
node in the version tree shown in fig. 5.4. If we make changes to this 
workflow then a second branch from the SpeciesAndReaction node will 
be generated.  

Vistrails also saves information on the creator of the workflow and the 
time the workflow was created. 
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Provenance information in Vistrails is organized into three layers 
namely, workflow evolution, workflow, and execution [43].  

The workflow evolution layer contains information on relationships 
between the workflows in the version tree. The workflow layer has 
specifications for each of the workflows. The execution layer has run 
time information about the execution of workflow modules (time, date 
etc). This information is stored in the Vistrails Log (fig. 5.3) 

The provenance information can be stored either in a relational 
database (MySQL or DB2) or in an XML file [52]. 

5.4.3 VISUALIZATION (rendering output) 
After running workflows a user must have results of the workflow runs. 
The results are displayed in many different ways in different systems. 
Representing data graphically helps to bring understanding and insight 
into the data. 

In Vistrails there are two primary ways on how results are displayed; 
through the console and through the Visualization Spreadsheet. 

To display the results on the console in Vistrails requires the output of 
the workflow to be connected to the StandardOutput module (found 
under the Basic modules). 

To have the results on the Vistrails Spreadsheet requires connecting 
the output from the workflow to the RichTextCell module (found under 
the Vistrails Spreadsheet module). 

Vistrails provides an interactive form of Visualization. You can view 
visualizations (in the Vistrails Spreadsheet) from different dimensions 
and also compare workflows with the visualizations [56]. 

In Taverna the primary way of displaying results is through the Results 
View, which shows the workflow runs and time at which the workflow 
was run. It can display the results in many different formats such as 
HTML, XML, Text, images in several formats (png, jpeg, gif). 

In Taverna there is no interaction with visualization as in Vistrails. The 
Visualizations are displayed as static images. 

Taverna can also display results in special format using a Renderer (“a 
plug-in controlling how to display data in specialist format” [50]). This 
is shown in figure 5.8 on the bottom right pane where you can select 
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the format of the result (on result type). 

5.4.4 LIST PROCESSING. 
 

5.4.4.1 TAVERNA 
In Taverna a processor can be given a list of inputs and Taverna 
iterates over the list producing output for each value in the list. 
Iteration in this case means the application of a processor to multiple 
data items [50]. 
Implicit iteration is achieved by connecting a data link from an output 
with collection of items to an input that consumes a single data item. 
If a processor expects a list of items and the input supplied by the user 
is a single item, the item is wrapped up in the single item list [50]. 
 
Iteration Strategy 
The iteration strategy is displayed as a tree with inputs to the 
processor with the leaf nodes of the tree. 
There are two iteration styles; cross product and dot product. 
 
Cross product - This strategy returns a combination of all child 
nodes. Suppose there are two lists of integers, the first integer in first 
list is combined with all integers in the second list, the second integer 
combined with all integers in the second list and so on. Figure 5.9 
shows a simple example of using cross-product in Taverna. The 
workflow in figure 5.9a concatenates two strings (in this case two 
numbers), which are given as outputs from the two beanshell scripts. 
The first beanshell generates a list of 3 numbers in the range 50 to 52, 
and the second beanshell has a list from 0 to 2. 
The concatenate_two_strings processor combines each number from 
the first list (Beanshell0) with all the numbers in the second list 
(Beanshell). The result of the cross-product is shown in figure 5.9b. 
There are 9 results in total, divided into three groups, each group for a 
single item in the first list combined with all items in the second list. 
The result shown is for the selection of 51 combined with 1. 
 
Dot product – The dot-product returns a combination of the first 
integer in the list1 and first integer in list2, second integer in list1 is 
combined with second integer in list2, and so on. It provides a one-to-
one mapping between the list items. For the dot product to work 
correctly requires the inputs to have the same cardinality. Figure 5.10 
shows the workflow and results of using dot-product (using the same 
workflow used in cross product). 
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Figure 5.9a: List handling in Taverna using cross-product 
 

 
Figure 5.9b: Cross-product results in Taverna 
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Figure 5.10a: List handling in Taverna using Dot product 
 

 
Figure 5.10b: The dot product results in Taverna 
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Iteration in Taverna is done automatically depending on what inputs 
are supplied to a function. If a function that expects a single argument 
as input is supplied with a list of items, then the function is invoked 
repeatedly for each item in the list. This is illustrated in the Taverna 
workflow in figure 5.11a and figure 5.11b below. The workflow in 
figure 5.11a uses web services to get reaction names from an sbml 
model. The sbmlGetSpecifiedReactionName module gets a list of 
reactions from the sbmlGetReactions, and also an index. It returns the 
reaction name corresponding to the supplied index. The index_list is a 
Beanshell script that produces a list of indexes from 0 to 9.  
The results are shown in figure 5.11b where a list of reaction names 
for each index in the index_list. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.11a: Taverna Workflow for Iteration  
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 Figure 5.11b: Taverna workflow Results after iteration 

5.4.4.2 VISTRAILS 

We shall use the same example as in section 5.4.4.1 to illustrate how 
iteration, the cross and dot products are performed in Vistrails. 

Vistrails has separate Cross, Dot, and Map modules for performing the 
cross product, dot product and performing iteration on data items 
respectively.  

  

Figure 5.12a The Vistrails Cross Product Figure 5.12b The Vistrails Dot Product 
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The workflow in figure 5.12a performs a cross product on two lists of 
data items. The List_1 module produces the list of numbers [0, 1, 2] 
and the List_2 module produces a list [50, 51, 52].  

The Cross module gets these two lists and performs the cross product. 
The output is then displayed on the console using the StandardOutput 
module.  

The result is  [(50, 0), (50, 1), (50, 2), (51, 0), (51, 1), (51, 2), (52, 
0), (52, 1), (52, 2)]. 

The workflow in figure 5.12b performs the dot product on the two lists 
as in figure 5.10a. The result that is displayed on the console using the 
StandardOutput module is [(50, 0), (51, 1), (52, 2)] 

Iteration 

To perform iteration in Vistrails we use the Map module. This module 
has got four input ports namely FunctionPort, InputPort, OutputPort 
and InputList. 

The functionPort takes the function to be applied to each of the 
elements in the list. The inputPort gets a list of names of the individual 
arguments to the function. The Output port gets the name of the 
output port for the function. The inputList gets a list of items that 
should be applied to the function. 

The workflow in figure 5.13 shows how iteration is performed in 
Vistrails. It gets a model, and gets a list of reactions. The 
sbmlgetSpecifiedReactionName receives a list of reactions and an 
index to return the reaction name. The Map module receives a list of 
integers and for each of the integers applies the 
sbmlgetSpecifiedReactionName function and at the end outputs the 
result in a list.  

In this case the result is  

['cdc2k phosphorylation', 'cdc2k dephosphorylation', 'cyclin cdc2k-p 
association', 'cyclin biosynthesis']  

with the ListOfElements of [1,2,3,5] as input. 
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Figure 5.13 – Iteration in Vistrails using the map module.  

5.4.5 GROUPING OF MODULES 
 

Related modules in a workflow can be grouped into one module 
making it easier for the maintenance of the workflow if the workflow is 
very large. 
In Vistrails several modules can be grouped into a sub-workflow that 
performs the functions of all the modules in that group.  
Figure 5.14a shows a workflow in Vistrails that uses a subworkflow 
Species_Reactions (reactangle with dotted lines). Modules included in 
the subworkflow are shown in figure 5.14b. This subworkflow gets an 
SBML model and returns the species and reactions in that model. The 
subworkflow can be reused in another workflow to perform a similar 
function. 
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Figure 5.14a: Vistrails subworkflow 
 

 
Figure 5.14b: Contents of subworkflow 
 
In Taverna you can have Nested workflows [50] by selecting the 
Nested workflow module found under Workflow in the activities 
palette. Other workflows can then be added into the Nested workflow 
processor so they can be used as part of other workflows.  
Figure 5.15a shows the Get_Protein_Fasta workflow from figure 5.7 
included in another workflow as a nested workflow. The output from 
the Get_Protein_Fasta workflow is used as input to the searchSimple 
BLAST (basic local alignment search tool, from DDBJ) service that 
gives a blast report. The output from this workflow is shown in figure 
5.15b. 
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Figure 5.15a: Taverna Nested Workflow 
 

 
Figure 5.15b: Nested workflow output 
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5.4.6 EXTENSIBILITY 

Taverna provides three levels of extensibility as described by Oin et. 
al. [53]. These extensions are at the workbench and execution layers.  
At the workbench level, users can add new Graphical User Interface 
panels that assist in the interaction for managing behavioral 
extensions that are part of Taverna. 
At the execution layer users can add new processor types to be 
plugged in so that the new types together with their services are 
recognized by the enactment engine. 
Also at the execution layer, users can add new external components 
through the event observer interface. 
These points of extension are indicated by the dots in figure 5.6 
showing the architecture of Taverna. 
 
Vistrails also provides a plug-in functionality that is used to 
dynamically add packages and libraries mostly through Python 
wrapped libraries [52]. The Vistrails modules we plan to translate are 
an example of this. 
 

5.4.7 FAULT TOLERANCE 

A system is said to be fault tolerant if it continues to operate in 
presence of one or more faults in one of its components. 
 
 
5.4.7.1 FAULT TOLERANCE IN TAVERNA 

 
Since workflows in Taverna make use of web services, there can be 
times when some of the services are not available. This can be the 
case when there is high network traffic or when the host machine is 
down. 
Taverna provides fault tolerance through three techniques [53]: 
• When building workflows you can specify the number of times that 

a service can be retried before it is considered to have failed.  
• Taverna also provides facilities for specifying alternate lists to a 

processor. If during execution the processor fails, then it uses the 
alternate to continue execution. 

• Back-off mechanism – this method is used if the service is a critical 
service, the execution of the workflow is aborted, otherwise the 
workflow continues executing normally. 
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5.4.7.1 FAULT TOLERANCE IN VISTRAILS 

 
In the current version of Vistrails (version 1.2), if a web service is not 
available the application gives a message indicating the services that 
were not found, at other times the application does not start.  
If one of modules in a workflow fails during execution (shown in red) 
then the rest of the modules following that module do not execute. 

5.4.8 QUERYING AND RE-USE OF HISTORY 

 
Vistrails provides several ways of querying provenance through the 
version tree. It has a Query By Example (QBE) interface that allows for 
the searching of similar structures in the tree; Textual Queries, and 
Query Results [52]. 
The Query By Example allows users to search the version tree for 
workflows with similar structures. After executing the query, the nodes 
that match the search are highlighted while the others are shown in 
grey colour. This is illustrated in figures 5.16 and 5.17.  
A user wishes to search for workflows (in the version tree from figure 
5.4) that contain the structure in figure 5.16. After executing the 
query the nodes matching the query are highlighted as shown in figure 
5.17a. Selecting one of the highlighted nodes in the tree modules will 
result in the workflow with the matching modules highlighted (fig. 
5.17b). In this case the selected node is PresentSpecies. 
You can also search for parameter settings within modules by finding 
modules with specific parameter values. 
Vistrails keeps track of the most recent textual queries so they can be 
reused later without the need for typing the whole query. 
 

    
 
Figure 5.16: Vistrails modules to search for 
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 Figure 5.17a: Query By Example result   Figure 5.17b: Matching workflow of QBE  

 

Textual Queries are done from the History View in the Properties 
panel. You can search for modules based on the username, 
annotation, tag, or date. An example of a date search can be ‘before: 
20 May 2009’ and this will highlight all modules modified before 20 
May 2009. 

Query Results: After executing a QBE or textual query the matching 
workflows are highlighted. Selecting these will also give the 
corresponding workflow with the matching modules highlighted. 

In Taverna querying of provenance is done mainly through the use of 
external applications [16]. 
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5.4.9 PARAMETER EXPLORATION 

 

Since Vistrails was designed for scientists to carry out the in-silico 
experiments, it has a facility that automates the exploration of 
parameters. With this feature scientists can create/run several 
workflow pipelines that only have differences in the parameter values 
in single workflow instance.  

It also allows the exploration of multiple parameters that result in a 
single execution of a workflow.  

Scientists can now focus their attention on comparing the results of 
the workflow runs. 

In Taverna parameter exploration can be achieved by having a list of 
input parameters you wish to explore instead of just a single 
parameter. 

 

5.4.10 SECURITY. 

 

Security in Taverna is presently provided through the use of web 
services security. There are two ways on how this is achieved; direct 
access to the service, or indirect access to the service through a plug-
in or another API. 

When accessing a web service directly Taverna first invokes the 
services provided without any security, and if the invocation fails it 
invokes the services using security [55]. When using a service 
indirectly issues of security are handled the plug-in or the API used. 

Just like for Taverna security in Vistrails depends on the security 
provided by other services used. Vistrails also use web services. It also 
depends on security provided by the underlying network layer. 

Vistrails shows the user who created or modified a particular workflow. 
If a workflow was made by several users, it can show the modules 
created by each user.  
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5.5 SUMMARY 
 

In this chapter we have compared the main features between Taverna 
and Vistrails workflow systems. We focused on how workflows are built 
in each of the systems, provenance, visualization of results, and also 
on how the systems can be extended to provide additional 
functionalities. 
We have also noted that in both systems, issues of security have not 
been addressed that much, and presently they rely on the security 
provided by third party services they use like web services or the 
underlying network layer.  
 
A summary of the features in each system is given in table 5.1. 
 

 

 Vistrails Taverna 
Workflow 
composition and 
representation 

Workflows built by 
connecting modules. 
 

Workflows in Scufl. 
Composition by 
connecting modules. 

Iteration Use Dot, Cross, and Map 
modules to perform 
iteration 

Implicit Iteration. No 
special modules for 
iteration 
 

Storage Provenance saved in XML 
format in a relational 
database 

Provenance in XML 
format saved in 
relational database 

Exploration Parameter exploration 
interface 

Can use Lists as 
inputs 
 

Fault Tolerance No execution of modules 
following a failed module. 

Retrying a service 
several times. 
Specify alternate lists 
to be used if a service 
fails 

Extensibility Use python wrapped 
libraries to add 
functionality. 
Use web services. 

Extensions at the 
workbench, and 
execution layers. 
Access to web 
services, and local 
processes 
Beanshell for custom 
scripts 
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 Vistrails Taverna 
Provenance Change-based provenance 

model reflected by the 
version tree.  
Provenance queried 
through QBE, and Textual 
queries 

Data, process, and 
organizational views 
are part of 
provenance. 
Need to use external 
applications to query 
provenance. 

Visualization Results displayed in 
console and Visualization 
Spreadsheet. 
Interactive visualization 

Results displayed in 
Results Perspective. 
No interactive 
visualization. 

Workflow reuse Related modules can be 
grouped into a 
subworkflow. 

Workflows added to 
Nested Workflow 
processor 

 
Table 5.1: Summary of features in Vistrails and Taverna. 
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CHAPTER 6 – IMPLEMENTATION 
 

In this chapter we describe the steps we took to address the problem 
of interoperability between different workflow systems. We had two 
workflows in Vistrails and these are shown in figure 6.1 that use 
python modules to perform various functions. 
We transformed the modules as web services, so they can be used by 
a number of different workflow systems. Then we re-implemented the 
workflows in Vistrails and Taverna making use of web services. 

 

6.1 DESCRIPTION OF VISTRAILS WORKFLOWS USED 

In this section we describe the workflows in Vistrails that were used 
and translated into web services, so they can be used in both Vistrails 
and Taverna. 
 

6.1.1 LIBSBML WORKFLOW 

The version tree for the libSBML workflow was shown in section in 
figure 5.4 in chapter 5 (section 5.2.1). 
The details for each node in the tree are as follows: 
 
6.1.1.1 FirstVersion Annotation workflow 

The workflow in figure 6.1 gets an SBML model and prints on the 
standard output the model annotations and the species annotations 
found in the model. 
 

 
Figure 6.1: FirstVersionAnnotations workflow 
 
The module details are as follows: 
SbmlGetModel 
This module takes the name of an SBML file and returns an SBML 
model. 
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SbmlPrintModelAnnotations 
This module takes an SBML model and prints the model annotations on 
the standard output. 
 
SbmlPrintSpeciesAnnotations 
This module takes a list of species and prints the species annotations 
on standard output. 
 

 
6.1.1.2 SpeciesAndReactions workflow 

The workflow in 6.2 gets an SBML model and displays on the Vistrails 
spreadsheet the species ID, name and compartment in an HTML table. 
Its also displays the reaction IDs for each reaction in the model. 
 

 
Figure 6.2: SpeciesAndReactions workflow 
 
The details of the modules in this workflow are as follows: 
 

SbmlGetSpecies 
This module takes an SBML model and returns a list of species in that 
model. 
 
SbmlGetReactions 
This module takes an SBML model and returns a list of reactions in 
that model. 
 

SbmlCreateSpeciesPresentation 
This module takes a list of species and displays the name, id, and 
compartment in an HTML table. 
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SbmlCreateReactionsPresentation 
This module takes a list of reactions and displays the reactionID in a 
HTML table. 
 
MemFile 
This module takes a string and creates a memory file with the string 
as its contents. 
 
RichTextCell 
This is a Vistrails module that is used for viewing HTML files. It gets 
the file as an input. 
 
6.1.1.3 ReactantsAndProducts workflow 
The workflow in figure 6.3 gets an SBML model and displays the 
reactants and products in the model. It also displays details about the 
species in the model (i.e. ID, name, and compartment). 
 

 
Figure 6.3: libSBML ReactantsAndProducts workflow 
 
The sbmlCreateSpeciesReferencesPresentation module takes a 
list of species references and displays them in an HTML table. 
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SbmlGetSpecifiedReaction 

This module takes a list of reactions and an index, it returns the 
specified reaction.  
 
SbmlGetReactants 

This module takes a reaction and returns a list of reactants. 
 
6.1.1.4 OpenWebPagesVersion workflow 
 
The workflow in figure 6.4 gets an SBML model and opens web pages 
associated with resources found in the model. 
 

 
Figure 6.4: libSBMLIsAndIsVersion workflow 
 
The module details are as follows: 
 
SbmlGetBqModelIsResource 

This module takes an SBML model and runs an Xpath expression on 
the annotations found in the model. It returns the first resource that is 
found or none. 
 
SbmlGetBqModelIsDescribedByResource 

This module takes an SBML model and runs an Xpath expression on 
the annotations found in the model. It returns the first resource that is 
found or none. 
 
getLocations 
This module is an EBI web service that gets a URI (Uniform Resource 
Identifier) and retrieves the URL of web pages with information on the 
URI. 
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DisplayWebPages. 

This module takes a list of URLs and opens them in the default web 
browser. 
 

6.1.2 VISUALIZE PDB WORKFLOW 

 
The Visualize PDB workflow shown in figure 6.5 gets an SBML model, 
downloads Uniprot and PDB references found in the model, and saves 
them into a database (SQLite database). It also displays the uniprot 
IDs and PDB IDs found in the model (in species annotations). 
 

 
Figure 6.5: Visualize_PDB workflow 
  
The details of what each module does are as follows: 
 
FindUniprotsInAnnotations 

This module takes a list of species and for each species it extracts any 
uniprots in the species annotations. It returns the updated list of 
species. 
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FindPDBReferences 

This module takes a list of species and for each species it finds PDB 
references. It downloads uniprot XML files, and PDB files which are 
stored in a SQLite database. The module returns the updated list of 
species. 
 
PresentSpeciesToUniprots 

This module takes a list of species and for each species displays 
Uniprot IDs on the standard output. 
 
PresentPDBReferences 

This module takes a list of species and for each species displays PDB 
references on the standard output. 
 
PresentSpecies 

This module takes a list of species and a list index, the specified 
species is presented in two parts: its PDB reference is outputted as a 
temporary file, and a simple HTML presentation showing each Uniprot 
ID found in the annotations for the species and the PDB references 
corresponding to that Uniprot ID. 
All the other modules with names starting with vtk are part of the 
Vistrails Visualisation toolkit. 
 

6.2 IMPLEMENTATION 

In this section we describe the translated modules from Vistrails 
modules in Python to the java functions. We re-implemented the 
Vistrails modules in java with some differences in the interfaces (The 
differences have been explained at the end of this section). We then 
published the java functions as web services that can be used in 
several other systems.  
We created two Java classes one for each of the two workflows, 
libSBML workflow and Visualize_PDB. The list of methods / functions in 
each of the classes is shown below: 
 
Public Functions in the TestSBML class 
 
String getSBMLModel(String x) 

String sbmlPrintModelAnnotations(String model) 

String sbmlPrintSpeciesAnnotations(String model) 

String getSBMLSpecies(String model) 

String sbmlCreateSpeciesPresentation(String sp_list) 

String sbmlGetReactions(String model) 
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String sbmlCreateReactionsPresentation(String 

reaction_list) 

String sbmlGetSpecifiedReaction(String reaction_list, int 

index) 

String sbmlGetSpecifiedReactionName(String reaction_list, 

int index) 

String sbmlGetReactants(String reaction) 

String sbmlCreateSpeciesReferencesPresentation(String 

species_ref_list, String heading) 

String sbmlSpeciesDetails(String[] species_ref_list2) 

String sbmlGetProducts(String reaction) 

 

 

Public Functions in the Uniprot_PDB  class 
 

String getSBMLModel_(String dummy) 

String getSBMLSpecies_(String model) 

String findUniprotsInAnnotations(String sp_list) 

String presentSpeciesToUniprots(String SpeciesList) 

String findPDBReferences(String speciesList) 

String presentPDBReferences(String speciesList) 

String presentSpecies(String species_list) 

String present_Species(String species_list) 

 

Private Functions in the Uniprot_PDB  class 
String[] find_uniprot_from_annotations(String 

species_annotation) 

String constructWSDbFetchURL(String UniprotID) 

String read_url_contents(String url) 

String[] findPDB(String species_name) 

String[][] find_PDB_references(String[] uniprots) 

void downloadAndStoreUniprotXMLFile(String UniprotID) 

String[] runFindPDBXQuery(String UniprotID) 

void download_unique_pdb_files_if_new(String[][] 

uniprot_id_to_pdb_list, String species_name) . 

 

The full implementation of these classes is given in Appendix A. 
 
In most of the java methods we have implemented, the inputs and 
outputs are in String format.  
For example in the getSBMLModel method the input is the path to an 
SBML file, and the output is an SBML model. We use the Xstream 
library [58] to serialize the SBML model object into an XML object that 
is in string format.  
For Vistrails modules that have more than output port, we have 
implemented two java methods that return each of the required 
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output. The PresentSpecies module in the Visualize PDB workflow has 
two output ports of File and String format. We implemented this with 
two methods, PresentSpecies that return a string and Present_Species 
that returns the location of a file in a string format. 
 

6.3 WORKFLOWS USING WEB SERVICES 

We now show the same two workflows libsbml and Visualize PDB in 
Vistrails and Taverna using the web services we implemented. 
 

6.3.1 Vistrails workflows 

 
Figure 6.6 shows the same workflow as in figure 6.1 implemented 
using web services. Since the two modules sbmlPrintModelAnnotations 
and sbmlPrintSpeciesAnnotations return strings, their output ports are 
then connected to the StandardOutput modules which are part of the 
Vistrails Basic Modules.  
The workflow produces the same results as the one not using web 
services. 
The difference with workflow using Vistrails modules (shown in figure 
6.1) is that the workflow doesn’t have the StandardOutput modules. 
The output is displayed directly from the sbmlPrintSpeciesAnnotations 
 

 

 
 
Figure 6.6 FirstVersionAnnotations workflow using web services 
 
Figure 6.7 shows the same workflow as in figure 6.2 implemented 
using web services. The two workflows look the same but the all the 
modules in 6.7 apart from MemFile and RichTextCell are web services. 
We have re-used MemFile from the original workflow, and RichTextCell 
module is part of the Vistrails Spreadsheet modules. 
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The results of this workflow are also similar to the output of the 
workflow in figure 6.2 

 
Figure 6.7. SpeciesAndReactions workflow using web services 
 
Figure 6.8 shows same workflow as in figure 6.3 but implemented 
using web services. In this workflow we are re-using MemFile and 
RichTextCell modules, and the all other modules are web services. 
Both workflows give the same results. 

Figure 6.8 ReactantsAndProducts workflow using web services 
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Figure 6.9 shows the workflow in figure 6.4 using web services. 
GetLocations and DisplayWebpages modules are the same as in the 
original workflow. GetSBMLModel, sbmlGetBQModelIs and 
sbmlGetBQModelIsResource are web services. 

 
 
Figure 6.9 libSBMLlsAndlsVersion workflow 
 
Figure 6.10 shows the workflow in figure 6.5 implemented using web 
services. It re-uses several modules (MemFile, RichTextCell, 
StandardOutput, and the modules responsible for the visualization).  
 
The PresentSpecies module in figure 6.5 has two output ports of File 
format and String format. These ports are connected to vtkPDBReader 
and MemFile respectively.  
In the workflow using web web services, this module has been split 
into two modules, present_Species that provides output to 
vtkPDBReader, and presentSpecies that provides output to MemFile. 
The outputs from the two modules are in String format. The 
present_Species returns a location of a file containing PDB references 
(in string format). The presentSpecies returns an HTML string 
representation of the species. 
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Figure 6.10 Visualize PDB workflow 
 

6.3.2. Taverna workflows. 

 
We also re-implemented the workflows using web services in Taverna. 
The corresponding workflows in Taverna that use the same web 
services are shown below in figures 6.11 to 6.15. 
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The Taverna workflow in figure 6.11 is similar to the Vistrails workflow 
in figure 6.6. It displays the model and species annotations found in an 
SBML model. These annoations are displayed in the port results view. 
In the Vistrails workflow the annotations are displayed on the standard 
output. 

 
Figure 6.11 Taverna firstVersionAnnotations workflow using web 
services. 
 
The Taverna workflow in figure 6.12 is similar to the workflow in figure 
6.7. The output displayed in the port results view is an HTML string 
that is displayed in text format. Changing the display format to 
Text/Html shows results similar to results from the Vistrails workflow. 
 

 
Figure 6.12 Taverna SpeciesAndReactions workflow using web 
services. 
 
The Taverna workflow in figure 6.13 is similar to the workflow in figure 
6.8. There are three tabs each corresponding to the workflow outputs. 
The output displayed in the port results view is also an HTML string 
that is in Text format. Changing the result Type to Text/Html shows 
output similar to results from Vistrails. 
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In this Taverna workflow we use two string constants, 
String_Constant0 and String_Constant that provide the inputs to the 
sbmlCreateSpeciesReferencesPresentation modules.  

 
 
Figure 6.13 Taverna ReactantsAndProducts workflow using web 
services 
 
The Taverna workflow in figure 6.14 is similar to the Vistrails workflow 
in figure 6.9. 

 
Figure 6.14 Taverna lsAndlsVersion workflow 
 
The workflow in figure 6.14 does not open the web pages associated 
with the resources found in the SBML model. It just displays the links 
to the pages where the resources can be found. 
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Figure 6.15 Taverna Visualize_PDB workflow 
 
The workflow in figure 6.15 is similar to the workflow in figure 6.10. 
The results of this workflow are slightly different than the results from 
the workflow in fig. 6.10. It uses the same web services (shown in 
green). The Read_Text_file is a local worker activity that reads the 
contents of a file returned by the present_Species process.  
The species_to_uniprot and pdbs workflow outputs are strings similar 
to the output from Vistrails.  
The present_species output is an HTML string displayed in Text format. 
Changing the Result Type to Text/Html shows output similar to 
Vistrails.  
The pdb_file displays the location of the downloaded PDB file, and 
pdb_contents displays the contents of PDB file. 
 

 

6.4 SUMMARY. 
 

In this chapter we described the workflows we have translated from 
Vistrails python modules into java web services. The web services can 
be used by other applications to perform similar functions. There may 
be variation in the formats of the output and so this may require 
further processing to achieve desired results. 
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We have also showed how the web services were used in Vistrails and 
Taverna. The results in some workflows were different because of 
differences in how some special modules or processors in each system 
display the results. 
For example in Taverna there is implicit iteration so if a module’s input 
is a list or just a single item, all the inputs are processed 
automatically. There is no need to use special modules for list 
processing like in Vistrails. 
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CHAPTER 7 – EVALUATION 
In this chapter we evaluate our implementation of the workflows using 
web services. The evaluation is based on the advantages of web 
services, use of files, and the execution times in the two workflow 
systems we used. 

7.1 INTEROPERABILITY 

In our implementation we have shown that with web services you can 
allow a module to be used in several different applications running on 
different platforms. The same module could be used in Vistrails and 
Taverna though there are differences in how modules are represented 
in each system and also how information is stored in each system. 
The workflows systems could be running on different operating 
systems, for example Vistrails on Linux and Taverna on windows. 
These two systems can use the same web service to perform similar 
functions. 
There are differences on how the systems process lists. In Taverna 
there is implicit iteration when a module is given a list of items as 
input. Little or no configuration has to be made to the module to 
process the list of items. In Vistrails we use additional modules to 
process lists. There are separate modules for performing Dot product, 
cross product, and a Map module that is used for iterating over a list of 
items. 

7.2 COMPONENT RE-USE 

In addition to providing interoperability between different applications, 
modules available through web services can be re-used in many other 
applications. Vistrails and Taverna allow the use web services. 
Workflows can be composed by using services from different locations. 
 

7.3 USE OF OPEN STANDARDS AND PROTOCOLS 

Since web services use open standards (XML, WSDL, UDDI, and SOAP) 
and the exchange of messages is done through HTTP, it is easier for 
the developers of working with modules for workflows to understand 
the messages exchanged between the modules. 
There are many applications that support the use of SOAP, UDDI and 
WSDL [68]. 
XML is text based so it can be easily understood. WSDL, UDDI and 
SOAP are all based on XML. 
SOAP is an XML standard used for the exchange of messages over 
HTTP. All messages exchanged in SOAP are in XML format. 
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WSDL are used to describe the web service interfaces. WSDL 
documents are in XML format and they specify the method names, 
parameters and their types. 
Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is used for 
publishing and finding services offered by web services. UDDI also 
uses XML. 
 

7.4 OPERATING THROUGH SECURITY BARRIERS 

As already mentioned in chapter three, with web services you do not 
need to perform additional configuration on firewalls to make use the 
web services as long as HTTP traffic is allowed through the firewall. 
 

7.5 USE OF FILES IN WEB SERVICES 

In our implementation we used files to get SBML documents, and also 
created temporary XML files so we could perform Xpath expressions on 
them. This implementation requires a lot of hard disk space on the 
server hosting the web service, if the services are to be used by many 
clients. 
In addition to this the workflows we implemented also download 
Uniprot and PDB files and saves them in a database.  
So if the amount of space available on server hosting the web service 
is limited, then the use of web services in that case may not be 
feasible.  
However saving of the files locally prevents the downloading of the 
same file each time a client runs the web service. The downloading of 
files is done only when the file is not available locally. 
 

7.6 USE OF COMPLEX OBJECTS IN WEB SERVICES 

In all the workflows we have showed in the implementation, we use 
SBML objects of different types. Most of the modules in the workflows 
get an SBML object of one type and return an SBML object of another 
type. For example in the module FindUniprotInAnnotations  (The 
Visualize PDB workflow in figure 6.5), the input is a ListOfSpecies, and 
the output is a ListOfSpecies. In the implementation of this using web 
services, we used another library (Xstream) to serialize the objects 
into XML strings, so in most of the modules the inputs are strings and 
the outputs are strings.  
To use the output from the implemented web services, it either 
requires using another web service that expects the input that uses 
the Xstream library, or you can write custom script extracting the 
required information.  
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For example the output from the getSBMLModel (which is an SBML 
model) represented as a string is shown in figure 7.1: 
 

<org.sbml.libsbml.Model> 

  <swigCPtr defined-in="org.sbml.libsbml.SBase">48612488</swigCPtr> 

  <swigCMemOwn>false</swigCMemOwn> 

  <swigCPtr>48612488</swigCPtr> 

</org.sbml.libsbml.Model> 

 
Figure 7.1 – Output from the getSBMLModel web service 
 
This output in figure 7.1 shows a serialized SBML model object. This 
provides a reference to the SBML model object. 
In our implementation we are using libsbml java bindings, so the root 
element is the SBML model object that is represented as 
<org.sbml.libsbmlModel>. The model is an overall container of various 
model components such as species, Reactions, and compartment. 
The Sbase represents the base class of all SBML objects [7]. 
 

7.7 PERFORMANCE OF WEB SERVICES 

While executing the implemented workflows there were some 
noticeable differences in the execution times between workflows using 
web services, and workflows not using web services. (We were using 
local web services. The machine used was an Intel Pentium D 2.80 
GHz, with 1GB memory, and it had Microsoft Windows XP Professional 
Service Pack 3). 
For example average execution times for the Visualize PDB workflow 
were as follows: 

Vistrails 
With web service: 1.4 seconds 
Without web service: 0.9 seconds 

 
Taverna 

With web service: 4.5 seconds 
 
Figure 7.2 below shows a graph comparing the execution times (in 
seconds) of the Visualize PDB workflow using Vistrails (without web 
service), Vistrails using web services, and Taverna using web services. 
The details for each run are shown in Appendix .B. 
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Figure 7.2 – Run times of Visualize PDB workflow 
 
In the Vistrails workflow using web services the first run takes a longer 
time to execute than the subsequent runs since it has to execute each 
module in workflow. The other runs take a shorter time since the 
workflow re-uses results from previous runs which were stored in the 
cache. 
Similarly for the Taverna workflow using web services, the first run 
takes a longer time since it doesn’t have any previous results stored 
that can be used. The subsequent runs reuse results from the first run 
so they take a shorter time. 
There are two options in Taverna 2 on how intermediate data is 
stored: 
• In-memory storage – when using this option data is stored within 

the Java Virtual Machine. This is the fastest option but causes 
memory-usage problems if large amounts of data are passed [50]. 

• On-disk storage – with this option Taverna can handle large 
amounts of data. Data is stored in a database within the file system 
[50]. 

In this case we were using the default option of In-memory storage. 
 
The differences in the execution times (in the first run) between the 
Vistrails workflow not using web service and Vistrails workflow using 
web service is because of differences in the implementation of the 
findPDBReferences module. We use different tools in the 
implementation of web services (java bindings for SQLite) and in the 
workflows not using web services (Python bindings for SQLite). 
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As shown in figure 7.2 the Taverna workflow takes more time to 
execute than Vistrails workflow using same web services. 
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CHAPTER 8 – CONCLUSION 
 

Workflows continue to play an important role in the life of domain 
scientists when conducting in-silico experiments. We have compared 
two workflow systems, Vistrails and Taverna, on how workflows are 
built in each of them. They have an infrastructure that allows them to 
be extended, and also allow the use of web services. 
 
The problem of interoperability between workflow systems poses a 
challenge in the scientific community. Verification of results is done 
using the same or another similar system used to generate the results. 
There is ongoing research in this area like the provenance challenge 
that came up with the open provenance model. So systems using the 
open provenance model can have results and intermediate results 
used in another different system. 
 

8.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

 
The web services implemented in this project present one way of 
providing interoperability of modules used for the enactment of 
workflows in different systems. The web services provide the option of 
re-using them in different systems and still provide the same 
functionality.  
Some of the web services we developed required the downloading of 
uniprot files. In our implementation we save these files locally to 
prevent redownloading if same web service is run again. 
There is a trade off between using available services locally and using 
remote services provided by web services. If using remote services 
requires passing large amounts of data repeatedly then web services 
may not be a good alternative to using local services. 
 
Through the web services it was found that workflows in Taverna take 
longer time to execute than in Vistrails.  
Iteration is supported in both systems whereby if a module is supplied 
with a list of items to process, the module is applied for each item in 
the list. There are differences in how the systems process the lists. In 
Vistrails you have to use special modules (Map, Dot, and Cross) to 
perform iterantion. In Taverna there is implicit iteration. 
 
Both systems support the grouping of related modules into one module 
so they can be used in another workflow. This allows the module to be 
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reused in another workflow as a single module. 
 
There are differences between the systems on the levels of provenance 
supported. In Vistrails provenance is divided into workflow evolution 
(shown by the version tree), workflow (that contains the specification), 
and execution that contains run-time information on the execution of 
workflow modules. Taverna lacks provenance on the evolution of the 
workflows. 
Issue of interoperability in both systems is also going towards the use 
of the open provenance model, as later versions of the systems are 
expected to support the OPM. 
 

8.2 FUTURE WORK 

 

8.2.1 Optimization of Web Services 

 
In the implementation we used SQLite as our database. One possible 
direction from this stage is to test the web services using another 
database engine and evaluate how the web services will perform. 
And also test the simultaneous access of the web services. Since web 
services are supposed to be accessed from several different locations 
at any time, and not just one at a time. 
 

8.2.2 Library for Web services. 

 

Another step to take after this work is to build a library of web services 
that should store all related web services, and also provide information 
on where other web services can be found (and also provide 
information on libraries used in the services, if any). This is important 
in the case where one web service requires the use of another web 
service for it to perform meaningful tasks. 
Like in the web services we have developed they should be together 
since we use a third party library that serializes the output into XML 
format.  
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APPENDIX 

A - JAVA IMPLEMENTATION OF WEB SERVICES 

A1 – TEST SBML CLASS 

 
package wst; 

 

import java.io.BufferedWriter; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 

import java.io.FileReader; 

import java.io.FileWriter; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.Writer; 

import java.util.*; 

 

import javax.xml.XMLConstants; 

import javax.xml.namespace.NamespaceContext; 

import javax.xml.xpath.XPath; 

import javax.xml.xpath.XPathConstants; 

import javax.xml.xpath.XPathExpression; 

import javax.xml.xpath.XPathExpressionException; 

import javax.xml.xpath.XPathFactory; 

 

import org.omg.IOP.ServiceContext; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.ListOfSpeciesReferences; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.Model; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.SBMLDocument; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.SBMLReader; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.SBMLWriter; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.Species; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.Reaction; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.SpeciesReference; 

import org.w3c.dom.Node; 

import org.w3c.dom.NodeList; 

import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 

 

import com.thoughtworks.xstream.XStream; 

 

public class TestSBML { 

 public TestSBML() { 

 try { 

  if (!isDllLoaded) {     

System.out.println("Attempting to load native library 

sbmlj.dll - Constructor"); 

   System.load("C:/sbmljavabindings/classes/sbmlj.dll"); 

System.out.println("Native library sbmlj.dll 

loaded."); 

   isDllLoaded = true; 

  } 

 } 

 catch (Throwable e) { 
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System.err.println("Caught exception of type " + 

e.getClass()); 

  System.err.println("Message: " + e.getMessage()); 

  System.err.println("Cause: " + e.getCause()); 

 }   

      final XPathFactory xPathFactory = XPathFactory.newInstance(); 

      xPath = xPathFactory.newXPath(); 

} 

 

   

   

public static String getSBMLModel(String x) { 

try { 

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

  SBMLReader reader = new SBMLReader(); 

sbml_doc = 

reader.readSBML("C:\\VisTrails\\examples\\data\\BIOMD000000

0005.xml"); 

  sbml_list.add(sbml_doc);     

  int list_size = sbml_list.size();     

       

Model model = ((SBMLDocument) sbml_list.get(list_size - 

1)).getModel(); 

  System.out.println("Got the model"); 

  return xs.toXML(model);     

 } 

 catch (Throwable e) { 

System.err.println("Caught exception of type " + 

e.getClass()); 

  System.err.println("Message: " + e.getMessage()); 

  System.err.println("Cause: " + e.getCause()); 

  return "There has been an error in getSBMLModel!"; 

 } 

}  

   

public static String sbmlPrintModelAnnotations(String model) { 

 try { 

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

  Model model2 = (Model)xs.fromXML(model); 

return "The model has the following annotations:\n" + 

model2.getAnnotationString(); 

 } 

 catch (Throwable e) { 

System.err.println("Caught exception of type " + 

e.getClass()); 

  System.err.println("Message: " + e.getMessage()); 

  System.err.println("Cause: " + e.getCause()); 

  return "There were some errors in printModel Annotations"; 

 } 

} 

   

// Print species annotations 

public static String sbmlPrintSpeciesAnnotations(String model) { 

 try { 

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

  Model model2 = (Model)xs.fromXML(model); 

  Species sbml_species = new Species(); 
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  String species_annotation = ""; 

  for (int i = 0; i < model2.getNumSpecies(); i++) { 

   sbml_species = model2.getSpecies(i); 

species_annotation += "Species " + 

sbml_species.getId() + ": "  

   + sbml_species.getName() + " has annotations" + "\n" 

   + sbml_species.getAnnotationString(); 

  } 

  return species_annotation; 

 } 

 catch (Throwable e) { 

System.err.println("Caught exception of type " + 

e.getClass()); 

  System.err.println("Message: " + e.getMessage()); 

  System.err.println("Cause: " + e.getCause()); 

  return "There were some errors"; 

 }    

} 

 

public static String getSBMLSpecies(String model) {  

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

 Model model2 = (Model)xs.fromXML(model); 

 Species sbml_species;    

 List<Species> species_list = new ArrayList<Species>(); 

    

 for (int i = 0; i < model2.getNumSpecies(); i++) { 

  sbml_species = model2.getSpecies(i); 

  System.out.println("Species " + i + " "  + sbml_species); 

  species_list.add(sbml_species); 

 } 

    

 // contents of list 

 for (int i = 0; i < species_list.size(); i++) { 

  sbml_species = species_list.get(i); 

System.out.print(sbml_species +" " + sbml_species.getId()+ 

" " + sbml_species.getName()); 

 }    

 // return it as strings 

return xs.toXML(species_list); 

} 

   

public static String sbmlCreateSpeciesPresentation(String sp_list){ 

 System.out.println("Species"); 

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

 List<Species> species_list = (List<Species>)xs.fromXML(sp_list); 

    

 Species sbml_species;// = new Species(); 

    

String presentation = "<html><table 

cellspacing=10><tr><th>ID</th><th>Name</th><th>Compartment</th></

tr>"; 

 for (int i = 0; i < species_list.size(); i++) { 

  sbml_species = species_list.get(i); 

presentation += "<tr><td>" +  sbml_species.getId() + 

"</td>" 

  + "<td>" + sbml_species.getName() + "</td>"  

  + "<td>" + sbml_species.getCompartment();   
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 } 

 presentation += "</table>\n</html>"; 

     

 return presentation; 

} 

   

public static String sbmlGetReactions(String model){ 

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

 Model model2 = (Model)xs.fromXML(model); 

 List<Reaction> reaction_list = new ArrayList<Reaction>(); 

 Reaction sbml_reaction = new Reaction(); 

    

 for (int i = 0; i < model2.getNumReactions(); i++) { 

  sbml_reaction = model2.getReaction(i); 

  System.out.println("Reaction " + i + " "  + sbml_reaction); 

  reaction_list.add(sbml_reaction); 

 } 

    

 // contents of list 

 for (int i = 0; i < reaction_list.size(); i++) { 

  sbml_reaction = reaction_list.get(i); 

System.out.print(sbml_reaction +" " + 

sbml_reaction.getId()+ " " + sbml_reaction.getName()); 

 } 

    

 // return it as strings 

 return xs.toXML(reaction_list); 

} 

   

public static String sbmlCreateReactionsPresentation(String 

reaction_list) { 

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

List<Reaction> reaction_list2 = 

(List<Reaction>)xs.fromXML(reaction_list); 

    

 Reaction sbml_reaction;  

    

String presentation = "<html><table 

cellspacing=10><tr><th>ID</th></tr>"; 

    

 for (int i = 0; i < reaction_list2.size(); i++) { 

  sbml_reaction = reaction_list2.get(i); 

presentation += "<tr><td>" + "ID = "  +  

sbml_reaction.getId() + "</td></tr>"; 

 } 

  

presentation += "</table>\n</html>"; 

 return presentation; 

} 

   

public static String sbmlGetSpecifiedReaction(String reaction_list, int 

index) { 

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

List<Reaction> reaction_list2 = 

(List<Reaction>)xs.fromXML(reaction_list); 

    

 Reaction sbml_reaction;  
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 if (index > reaction_list2.size() || index < 0) 

  return "Index out of range"; 

 else { 

  sbml_reaction = reaction_list2.get(index); 

  System.out.println(sbml_reaction); 

  System.out.println(sbml_reaction.getName()); 

  return xs.toXML(sbml_reaction); 

 } 

}  

   

public static String sbmlGetSpecifiedReactionName(String reaction_list, 

int index) { 

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

List<Reaction> reaction_list2 = 

(List<Reaction>)xs.fromXML(reaction_list); 

    

 Reaction sbml_reaction;  

 if (index > reaction_list2.size() || index < 0) 

  return "Index out of range"; 

 else { 

  sbml_reaction = reaction_list2.get(index); 

  System.out.println(sbml_reaction); 

  return (sbml_reaction.getName()); 

 } 

}  

   

public static String sbmlGetReactants(String reaction){ 

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

 Reaction sbml_reaction = (Reaction)xs.fromXML(reaction); 

    

List<SpeciesReference> reactant_list = new 

ArrayList<SpeciesReference>(); 

 SpeciesReference sbml_reactant; 

 for (int i = 0; i < sbml_reaction.getNumReactants(); i++){ 

  sbml_reactant = sbml_reaction.getReactant(i); 

  reactant_list.add(sbml_reactant);  

} 

    

 // print contents of list 

 System.out.println("Num Reactants " + reactant_list.size()); 

 for (int i = 0; i < reactant_list.size(); i++){ 

  sbml_reactant = reactant_list.get(i); 

  System.out.println(sbml_reactant.getName()); 

 } 

       

 return xs.toXML(reactant_list); 

} 

   

public static String sbmlCreateSpeciesReferencesPresentation(String 

species_ref_list, String heading) { 

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

List<SpeciesReference> speciesr_list = 

(List<SpeciesReference>)xs.fromXML(species_ref_list); 

 SpeciesReference spec_ref; 

 if (heading == null) 

  heading = "Heading"; 
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 String presentation = "<html><tr><th>"+ heading + "</th></tr>"; 

 for (int i = 0; i < speciesr_list.size(); i++){ 

  spec_ref = speciesr_list.get(i); 

presentation += "<tr><td>" + spec_ref.getSpecies() + 

"</td></tr>"; 

  System.out.println("Name :" + spec_ref.getSpecies()); 

 } 

 return presentation + "</html>";    

} 

   

@SuppressWarnings("unchecked") 

public static String sbmlSpeciesDetails(String[] species_ref_list2) { 

 System.out.println("Details x"); 

String presentation = "<html><tr><th>Species 

Details</th></tr>\n"; 

    

 for (int i = 0; i < species_ref_list2.length; i++){ 

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

  String species_ref_list = species_ref_list2[i]; 

  System.out.println("i :" + species_ref_list + "\n"); 

List<SpeciesReference> speciesr_list = 

(List<SpeciesReference>)xs.fromXML(species_ref_list); 

  SpeciesReference spec_ref; 

   

  for (int j = 0; j < speciesr_list.size(); j++){ 

   spec_ref = speciesr_list.get(j); 

   presentation += "\t" + spec_ref.getSpecies() + "\n"; 

System.out.println("Name :" + spec_ref.getSpecies() + 

"\n"); 

  } 

presentation += "====================================\n 

<html>"; 

 } 

 return presentation;    

} 

   

public static String sbmlGetProducts(String reaction){ 

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

 Reaction sbml_reaction = (Reaction)xs.fromXML(reaction); 

    

List<SpeciesReference> product_list = new 

ArrayList<SpeciesReference>(); 

 SpeciesReference sbml_product; 

 for (int i = 0; i < sbml_reaction.getNumProducts(); i++){ 

  sbml_product = sbml_reaction.getProduct(i); 

  product_list.add(sbml_product);  

 } 

    

 // print contents of list 

 System.out.println("Num Products " + product_list.size()); 

 for (int i = 0; i < product_list.size(); i++){ 

  sbml_product = product_list.get(i); 

  System.out.println(sbml_product.getName()); 

 } 

    

 return xs.toXML(product_list); 

} 
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/* 

 * sbmlGetBQModelIsResource Takes a model and runs the following XPath 

expression on  

 * its annotations: 

 * 

/annotation/rdf:RDF/rdf:Description/bqmodel:is/rdf:Bag/rdf:li/@rdf:reso

urce 

 *  The first resource found is returned, otherwise None."""  

 */   

public static String sbmlGetBQModelIsResource(String model){ 

 sbml_resource = new ArrayList<String>(); 

 sbml_doc = new SBMLDocument(); 

SBMLWriter writer = new SBMLWriter(); 

     

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

 Model model2 = (Model)xs.fromXML(model); 

       

 sbml_doc = model2.getSBMLDocument(); 

 

 // send it as a string 

 String sbml_str = writer.writeToString(sbml_doc); 

 System.out.println(model2.getSBMLDocument()); 

 System.out.println(sbml_str); 

     

final String xPathStr1 = 

"/sbml_ns:sbml/sbml_ns:model/sbml_ns:annotation/rdf_ns:RDF/rdf_ns

:Description/" + 

"bqmodel_ns:is/rdf_ns:Bag/rdf_ns:li/@rdf_ns:resource"; 

  

 Writer output = null; 

File file = new File("sbml_xpath.xml"); // saved in current 

directory 

     

try {          

  NamespaceContext ctx = new NamespaceContext() { 

 

  @Override 

  public String getNamespaceURI(String prefix) { 

   if (prefix.equals("rdf_ns")) { 

return "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-

syntax-ns#"; 

       } 

   else if (prefix.equals("bqmodel_ns")) { 

return "http://biomodels.net/model-

qualifiers/"; 

   } 

   else if (prefix.equals("sbml_ns")) { 

return 

"http://www.sbml.org/sbml/level2/version3"; 

   }       

   else if (prefix.equals("xml")) { 

    return XMLConstants.XML_NS_URI; 

   } 

   else { 

    return XMLConstants.NULL_NS_URI; 

   } 
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  } 

 

  @Override 

  public String getPrefix(String namespaceURI) { 

throw new UnsupportedOperationException("getPrefix() 

hasn't been implemented."); 

  } 

   

@Override 

  public Iterator getPrefixes(String namespaceURI) { 

throw new 

UnsupportedOperationException("getPrefixes() hasn't 

been implemented."); 

  }            

 }; 

 

 xPath.setNamespaceContext(ctx); 

 

 output = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(file)); 

 output.write(sbml_str); 

 output.close(); 

 System.out.println("file sbml_webservice.xml created"); 

System.out.println("\nExtracting bqmodel:is-resource from entire 

SBML-file."); 

               

 final XPathExpression xPathExpr = xPath.compile(xPathStr1); 

final NodeList sbmlNode = (NodeList)xPathExpr.evaluate(new 

InputSource(new FileReader("sbml_xpath.xml")), 

XPathConstants.NODESET); 

 

 final int nodeListLength = sbmlNode.getLength(); 

 System.out.println(sbmlNode); 

 String text; 

 System.out.println("Node list length: " + nodeListLength); 

 

 for (int i = 0; i < nodeListLength; ++i) { 

  Node n = sbmlNode.item(i); 

  System.out.println(n.getNodeValue()); 

 } 

   

 for (int i = 0; i < sbmlNode.getLength(); ++i) { 

  Node n = sbmlNode.item(i); 

  if (n.getNodeValue().length() != 0){ 

   sbml_resource.add(n.getNodeValue()); 

  } 

  System.out.println(n.getNodeValue()); 

 } 

 System.out.println(" loop " + " " + sbml_resource.size()); 

 System.out.println("Printing  sbml_resource \n"); 

  for (int i = 0; i < sbml_resource.size(); i++) { 

System.out.println("sbml res " + i + " " + 

sbml_resource.get(i)); 

  } 

 } 

 catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 

System.err.println("FileNotFoundException: " + 

e.getMessage()); 
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 } 

 catch (XPathExpressionException e) { 

System.err.println("XPathExpressionException: " + 

 e.getMessage()); 

  System.err.println("Cause: " + e.getCause());       

 } 

 catch (IOException e) { 

  System.err.println("IOException: " + e.getMessage());         

 } 

           

 System.out.println("Deleting the file"); 

 file.deleteOnExit();           

      

 if (sbml_resource.size() == 0) { 

  return null; 

 } 

 else if (sbml_resource.size() == 1) { 

  return sbml_resource.get(0); 

 } 

 else { 

System.out.println("I got " + sbml_resource.size() + " 

matches, but I can only return" + 

  " one (the first in the list)."); 

  System.out.println("These are the matches i got:"); 

  for (int i = 0; i < sbml_resource.size(); i++) { 

   System.out.println("-" + sbml_resource.get(i)); 

  } 

  return sbml_resource.get(0); 

 } 

} 

 

private static XPath xPath = null; 

private static boolean isDllLoaded = false; 

public static SBMLDocument sbml_doc; 

public static List<String> sbml_resource; 

static ArrayList sbml_list = new ArrayList(); 

         

public static String sbmlGetBQModelIsDescribedByResource(String model){ 

 sbml_resource = new ArrayList<String>(); 

 

 sbml_doc = new SBMLDocument(); 

 SBMLWriter writer     = new SBMLWriter(); 

      

 XStream xs = new XStream(); 

 Model model2 = (Model)xs.fromXML(model); 

        

 sbml_doc = model2.getSBMLDocument(); 

 

 // send it as a string 

 String sbml_str = writer.writeToString(sbml_doc); 

    

 System.out.println(model2.getSBMLDocument()); 

 System.out.println(sbml_str); 

           

final String xPathStr2= 

"/sbml_ns:sbml/sbml_ns:model/sbml_ns:annotation/" + 

"rdf_ns:RDF/rdf_ns:Description/bqmodel_ns:isDescribedBy/rdf_ns:Ba
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g/rdf_ns:li/" + 

 "@rdf_ns:resource";    

            

 Writer output = null; 

 File file = new File("sbml_xpath.xml"); 

      

 try {          

  NamespaceContext ctx = new NamespaceContext() { 

 

  @Override 

  public String getNamespaceURI(String prefix) { 

  if (prefix.equals("rdf_ns")) { 

   return "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"; 

  } 

  else if (prefix.equals("bqmodel_ns")) { 

   return "http://biomodels.net/model-qualifiers/"; 

  } 

  else if (prefix.equals("sbml_ns")) { 

   return "http://www.sbml.org/sbml/level2/version3"; 

  } 

  else if (prefix.equals("xml")) { 

   return XMLConstants.XML_NS_URI; 

  } 

  else { 

   return XMLConstants.NULL_NS_URI; 

  } 

 } 

 

 @Override 

 public String getPrefix(String namespaceURI) { 

throw new UnsupportedOperationException("getPrefix() hasn't 

been implemented."); 

 } 

 

 @Override 

 public Iterator getPrefixes(String namespaceURI) { 

throw new UnsupportedOperationException("getPrefixes() 

hasn't been implemented."); 

 }            

}; 

 

xPath.setNamespaceContext(ctx); 

 

output = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(file)); 

output.write(sbml_str); 

 output.close(); 

 System.out.println("file sbml_webservice.xml created"); 

System.out.println("\nExtracting bqmodel:is-resource from entire 

SBML-file."); 

 final XPathExpression xPathExpr = xPath.compile(xPathStr2); 

final NodeList sbmlNode = (NodeList)xPathExpr.evaluate(new 

InputSource(new FileReader("sbml_xpath.xml")), 

XPathConstants.NODESET); 

 

 final int nodeListLength = sbmlNode.getLength(); 

 System.out.println(sbmlNode); 

 String text; 
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 System.out.println("Node list length: " + nodeListLength); 

 

 for (int i = 0; i < nodeListLength; ++i) { 

  Node n = sbmlNode.item(i); 

  System.out.println(n.getNodeValue()); 

 } 

             

 for (int i = 0; i < sbmlNode.getLength(); ++i) { 

  Node n = sbmlNode.item(i); 

  System.out.println(n.getNodeValue() + " " + i); 

  if (n.getNodeValue().length() != 0){ 

   sbml_resource.add(n.getNodeValue()); 

  } 

  System.out.println(n.getNodeValue()); 

 }               

 } 

 catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 

System.err.println("FileNotFoundException: " + 

e.getMessage()); 

 } 

 catch (XPathExpressionException e) { 

System.err.println("XPathExpressionException: " + 

e.getMessage()); 

  System.err.println("Cause: " + e.getCause());       

 } 

 catch (IOException e) { 

  System.err.println("IOException: " + e.getMessage());         

 } 

            

 System.out.println("Deleting the file"); 

 file.deleteOnExit();           

       

 if (sbml_resource.size() == 0) { 

  return null; 

 } 

 else if (sbml_resource.size() == 1) { 

  return sbml_resource.get(0); 

 } 

 else { 

System.out.println("I got " + sbml_resource.size() + " 

matches, but I can only return" + 

  " one (the first in the list)."); 

  System.out.println("These are the matches i got:"); 

  for (int i = 0; i < sbml_resource.size(); i++) { 

   System.out.println("-" + sbml_resource.get(i)); 

  } 

  return sbml_resource.get(0); 

 } 

}  

} 
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A2 - UNIPROT PDB CLASS 

 
package wst; 

 

import java.io.BufferedReader; 

import java.io.BufferedWriter; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 

import java.io.FileReader; 

import java.io.FileWriter; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.InputStreamReader; 

import java.io.Writer; 

import java.net.MalformedURLException; 

import java.net.URL; 

import java.sql.Connection; 

import java.sql.DriverManager; 

import java.sql.PreparedStatement; 

import java.sql.ResultSet; 

import java.sql.SQLException; 

import java.sql.Statement; 

import java.util.ArrayList; 

import java.util.Iterator; 

import java.util.List; 

import java.util.Vector; 

 

import javax.xml.XMLConstants; 

import javax.xml.namespace.NamespaceContext; 

import javax.xml.xpath.XPath; 

import javax.xml.xpath.XPathConstants; 

import javax.xml.xpath.XPathExpression; 

import javax.xml.xpath.XPathExpressionException; 

import javax.xml.xpath.XPathFactory; 

 

import org.sbml.libsbml.Model; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.SBMLDocument; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.SBMLReader; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.SBMLWriter; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.Species; 

import org.sbml.libsbml.SpeciesReference; 

import org.w3c.dom.Node; 

import org.w3c.dom.NodeList; 

import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 

 

import com.thoughtworks.xstream.XStream; 

 

public class Uniprot_PDB { 

 private String[][] pdbs; 

  

public Uniprot_PDB() { 

try {    

 System.load("C:/sbmljavabindings/classes/sbmlj.dll");

catch (Throwable e) { 

System.err.println("Caught exception of type " + 

e.getClass()); 
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   System.err.println("Message: " + e.getMessage()); 

   System.err.println("Cause: " + e.getCause()); 

  }   

final XPathFactory xPathFactory = 

XPathFactory.newInstance(); 

       xPath = xPathFactory.newXPath(); 

 } 

  

 private Connection dbConnect(String db){   

        // Must create folder Files/DB in the current directory 

  Connection dbconn = null; 

try { 

//System.load("Z:/exjobb/java/javasqlite-20090430-

win32/j2sdk1.4.2_03/jre/bin/sqlite_jni.dll"); 

          Class.forName("org.sqlite.JDBC"); 

          Connection conn = DriverManager.getConnection(db); 

  dbconn = conn; 

  } catch (Exception e) { 

   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 

  e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

 return dbconn;   

 } 

  

 private void close_db(Connection conn) { 

  try { 

   if (!conn.isClosed()) 

    conn.close(); 

  } catch (SQLException e) { 

   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

 } 

   

 public String getSBMLModel_(String dummy) { 

  try { 

   SBMLReader reader = new SBMLReader();  

   SBMLDocument sbml_doc = reader.readSBML( 

     "C:\\VisTrails\\examples\\data\\BIOMD0000000003.xml"); 

   sbml_list.add(sbml_doc);     

int list_size = sbml_list.size();Model model = 

((SBMLDocument) sbml_list.get(list_size - 

1)).getModel(); 

 

XStream xs = new XStream(); 

   System.out.println("Got the model"); 

   return xs.toXML(model); 

  } 

  catch (Throwable e) { 

System.err.println("Caught exception of type " + 

e.getClass()); 

   System.err.println("Message: " + e.getMessage()); 

    System.err.println("Cause: " + e.getCause()); 

   return "There has been an error in getSBMLModel!"; 

  } 

 } 
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 public static String getSBMLSpecies_(String model) {    

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

  Model model2 = (Model)xs.fromXML(model); 

  Species sbml_species;    

  List<Species> species_list = new ArrayList<Species>(); 

  for (int i = 0; i < model2.getNumSpecies(); i++) { 

   sbml_species = model2.getSpecies(i);   

   species_list.add(sbml_species); 

  } 

      

return xs.toXML(species_list); 

 }  

  

 public String findUniprotsInAnnotations(String sp_list){ 

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

List<Species> species_list = 

(List<Species>)xs.fromXML(sp_list);      

  Species sbml_species; 

  String species_annotation;     

  SpeciesClass mySpecies = new SpeciesClass(); 

  Vector uniprots_found = new Vector(); 

  int arr_length; 

         

  for (int i = 0; i < species_list.size() - 1; i++) {  

   sbml_species = species_list.get(i);     

species_annotation = 

sbml_species.getAnnotationString();    

arr_length = 

find_uniprot_from_annotations(species_annotation).len

gth; 

   mySpecies.speciesName = sbml_species.getName(); 

   mySpecies.speciesID = sbml_species.getId(); 

mySpecies.hasAnnotation = 

sbml_species.isSetAnnotation(); 

   mySpecies.urn = new String[arr_length]; 

mySpecies.uniprotID = new String[arr_length]; 

            

   for (int j = 0; j < arr_length; j++) { 

mySpecies.urn[j] = 

find_uniprot_from_annotations(species_annotatio

n)[j];      

mySpecies.uniprotID[j] = 

mySpecies.urn[j];//.substring(19); 

    uniprots_found.add(mySpecies.urn[j]); 

     

} 

  } 

    

  int vsize = uniprots_found.size(); 

  String[] uniprot_urn = new String[vsize]; 

  for (int i = 0; i < vsize; i++) { 

uniprot_urn[i] =  

(String)uniprots_found.elementAt(i); 

  } 

  return sp_list; 

 } 
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private String[] find_uniprot_from_annotations(String 

species_annotation) { 

final String xPathStr = 

"/annotation/rdf_ns:RDF/rdf_ns:Description/bqbiol_ns:hasVer

sion/rdf_ns:Bag/rdf_ns:li/@rdf_ns:resource[starts-

with(.,\"urn:miriam:uniprot:P\")]";  

  String[] uniprot_urn = null; 

  String[] uniprot_id = null; 

            

  Writer output = null;            

File file = new 

File("Z:/exjobb/workspace/mywebservice/FILES/sbml_xpath_ann

o.xml"); 

  try {  

   NamespaceContext ctx = new NamespaceContext() { 

 

   @Override 

   public String getNamespaceURI(String prefix) { 

   if (prefix.equals("rdf_ns")) { 

return "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-

syntax-ns#"; 

   } 

   else if (prefix.equals("bqmodel_ns")) { 

return "http://biomodels.net/model-

qualifiers/"; 

   } 

   else if (prefix.equals("bqbiol_ns")){ 

return "http://biomodels.net/biology-

qualifiers/"; 

   } 

   else if (prefix.equals("sbml_ns")) { 

    return "http://www.sbml.org/sbml/level2"; 

   } 

   else if (prefix.equals("xml")) { 

    return XMLConstants.XML_NS_URI; 

   } 

   else { 

    return XMLConstants.NULL_NS_URI; 

   } 

  } 

 

  @Override 

  public String getPrefix(String namespaceURI) { 

throw new UnsupportedOperationException("getPrefix() 

hasn't been implemented."); 

  } 

  @Override 

  public Iterator getPrefixes(String namespaceURI) { 

throw new 

UnsupportedOperationException("getPrefixes() hasn't 

been implemented."); 

}   

         }; 

         xPath.setNamespaceContext(ctx); 

output = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(file));  

 output.write(species_annotation); 

  output.flush(); 
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  output.close(); 

  final XPathExpression xPathExpr = xPath.compile(xPathStr); 

  final NodeList sbmlNode = (NodeList)xPathExpr.evaluate( 

new InputSource(new 

FileReader("Z:/exjobb/workspace/mywebservice/FILES/sb

ml_xpath_anno.xml")), XPathConstants.NODESET); 

  final int nodeListLength = sbmlNode.getLength();  

   

uniprot_urn = new String[sbmlNode.getLength()]; 

uniprot_id = new String[sbmlNode.getLength()]; 

  for (int i = 0; i < sbmlNode.getLength(); ++i) { 

   Node n = sbmlNode.item(i);                

   System.out.println(n.getNodeValue().length()); 

   if (n.getNodeValue().length() != 0){                

    uniprot_urn[i] = n.getNodeValue();  

    uniprot_id[i] = uniprot_urn[i].substring(19); 

   } 

   else { 

    uniprot_urn[i] = null;         

} 

  } 

  } 

  catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 

System.err.println("FileNotFoundException: " + 

e.getMessage()); 

  } 

  catch (XPathExpressionException e) { 

System.err.println("XPathExpressionException: " + 

e.getMessage()); 

   System.err.println("Cause: " + e.getCause());       

  } 

  catch (IOException e) { 

   System.err.println("IOException: " + e.getMessage());         

  }         

  return uniprot_id; // or uniprot_urn? 

 } 

  

// PresentSpeciesToUniprots 

 public String presentSpeciesToUniprots(String SpeciesList) { 

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

List<Species> mySpeciesList = 

(List<Species>)xs.fromXML(SpeciesList); 

System.out.println("\nSize of SL: " + 

mySpeciesList.size()); 

  String Uniprots = ""; 

  int ListSize = mySpeciesList.size(); 

  for (int i = 0; i < ListSize; i++) { 

   Species mySpecies = mySpeciesList.get(i); 

Uniprots += "The Species " + mySpecies.getId() + ":" 

+ mySpecies.getName() + " "; 

      

   if (mySpecies.isSetAnnotation()) {    

    Uniprots += " has annotations\n"; 

System.out.print("The Species " + 

mySpecies.getId() + ":" + mySpecies.getName() +  

    " has annotations");     

   } 
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   else { 

    Uniprots += "has no annotations"; 

   } 

  } 

  return Uniprots; 

 }      

    

 /* constructWSDbFetchURL 

  * Construct URL from the Uniprot ID 

  */ 

 private String constructWSDbFetchURL(String UniprotID){ 

return 

"http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/webservices/rest/dbfetch/UniPro

tKb/" + UniprotID+ "/uniprotxml";  

 } 

    

 private String read_url_contents(String url) { 

  String URLContent = "";     

  try {  

            URL myURL = new URL(url); 

            String urlLine = ""; 

            System.out.println(url); 

            BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(  

            new InputStreamReader(myURL.openStream())); 

   String uniprotLine;  

System.out.println("\nAttempting to fetch uniprot XML 

file at " + url); 

        while ((urlLine = in.readLine()) != null) {  

   // Process each line.                   

    URLContent += urlLine + "\n"; 

   }            

  } 

  catch (MalformedURLException me) {  

   System.out.println(me); 

  } catch (IOException e) {      

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

  return URLContent;      

 } 

 

 public String findPDBReferences(String speciesList) { //Vis Demo 

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

  List<Species> mySpeciesList = new ArrayList<Species>(); 

  mySpeciesList = (List<Species>)xs.fromXML(speciesList); 

Species sbml_species; 

  String species_annotation = null;     

  for (int i = 0; i < mySpeciesList.size(); i++) { 

   sbml_species = mySpeciesList.get(i); 

species_annotation = 

sbml_species.getAnnotationString(); 

   if (!species_annotation.isEmpty()) { 

pdbs = 

find_PDB_references(find_uniprot_from_annotatio

ns(species_annotation)); 

System.out.println("I have the " + pdbs.length 

+ "  pdbs refs"); 

    // download unique pdbs 
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download_unique_pdb_files_if_new(pdbs, 

sbml_species.getName()); 

   } 

  }     

System.out.println("I have the " + pdbs.length + "  pdbs 

refs"); 

     

  return xs.toXML(mySpeciesList);     

 } 

    

 public String presentPDBReferences(String speciesList) { 

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

List<Species> species_list = (List<Species>) 

xs.fromXML(speciesList); 

  Species sbml_species; 

  String species_name; 

  String species_annotation = null; 

  String[] PDB_ref = null; 

  String PDBstring = ""; 

   

// for each species check in DB if it has PDB refs 

  for (int i = 0; i < species_list.size(); i++) { 

   sbml_species = species_list.get(i); 

   species_name = sbml_species.getName(); 

   PDB_ref = findPDB(species_name); 

   PDBstring += "Species " + species_name; 

   if (PDB_ref == null) { 

    PDBstring += " has no PDB references\n"; 

   } 

   else { 

PDBstring += " has the following pdb 

references\n"; 

    for (int j = 0; j < PDB_ref.length; j++){ 

     PDBstring += PDB_ref[j] + "\n"; 

    } 

   }      

  } 

  return PDBstring; 

 } 

    

 private String[] findPDB(String species_name){ 

  String [] species_pdb = null; 

  String SpeciesPDB; 

  try { 

String qry = "Select pdb_id from pdbs where species = 

\"" + species_name + "\";"; 

   Connection conn = dbConnect(db); 

   Statement stat; 

   stat = conn.createStatement(); 

   ResultSet rs = stat.executeQuery(qry);   

   List<String> species_ref = new ArrayList<String>(); 

 

   while (rs.next()) { 

    SpeciesPDB = rs.getString("pdb_id"); 

    species_ref.add(SpeciesPDB);    

   }  

   int index = species_ref.size(); 
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   if (index != 0){ 

    species_pdb = new String[index]; 

    for (int i = 0; i < index; i++) { 

     species_pdb[i] = species_ref.get(i);  

    } 

   } 

    

   // print species_pdb      

   if (species_pdb != null) { 

    System.out.println("Contents of species_pdb"); 

    for (int i = 0; i < species_pdb.length; i++) { 

     System.out.println(species_pdb[i]); 

    } 

   } 

   close_db(conn); 

  } catch (SQLException e) { 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  }  

  return species_pdb;     

 } 

      

 private String[][] find_PDB_references(String[] uniprots){ 

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

  String[][] uniprot_id_to_pdb_list; // or put into DB??? 

  String uniprotID; 

  String[] PDB; 

  Connection conn = dbConnect(db); 

  int uniprot_size = uniprots.length; 

  uniprot_id_to_pdb_list = new String[uniprot_size][2]; 

     

  for (int i = 0; i < uniprot_size; i++) { 

   uniprotID = uniprots[i]; 

   downloadAndStoreUniprotXMLFile(uniprotID); 

   PDB = runFindPDBXQuery(uniprotID); 

   uniprot_id_to_pdb_list[i][0] = uniprotID; 

   uniprot_id_to_pdb_list[i][1] = xs.toXML(PDB);  

  }  

  close_db(conn);  

  return uniprot_id_to_pdb_list; 

 } 

    

 private void downloadAndStoreUniprotXMLFile(String UniprotID) { 

  String uniprotXML = ""; 

  Writer uniprot_out; 

  String url = constructWSDbFetchURL(UniprotID); 

  try {  

   URL uniprotURL = new URL(url); 

   String uniprot_res = ""; 

   BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(  

        new InputStreamReader(uniprotURL.openStream()));  

        Connection conn = dbConnect(db); 

        Statement stat = conn.createStatement();               

         

// Check if uniprot exists 

ResultSet uniprotqry = stat.executeQuery("select 

uniprot_id from uniprots where uniprot_id = \"" +  

        UniprotID + "\";"); 
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        while (uniprotqry.next()) { 

uniprot_res = 

uniprotqry.getString("uniprot_id");               

} 

        if (uniprot_res.contentEquals("")){              

    String uniprotLine;  

System.out.println("\nAttempting to fetch 

uniprot XML file at " + url); 

              while ((uniprotLine = in.readLine()) != null) {  

          uniprotXML += uniprotLine + "\n"; 

         }  

              PreparedStatement prep = conn.prepareStatement( 

                  "insert into uniprots values (?, ?);"); 

prep.setString(1, UniprotID); 

prep.setString(2, uniprotXML); 

prep.addBatch(); 

System.out.println("Done fetching uniprot XML 

file at " + url);  

    prep.executeBatch();                   

} 

        else{ 

System.out.println("Uniprot file with ID " + 

UniprotID + " Already exists");               

} 

        conn.setAutoCommit(false);                

             conn.setAutoCommit(true); 

        close_db(conn); 

}catch (Exception e) { 

   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

 } 

  

 private String[] runFindPDBXQuery(String UniprotID){    

  String[] PDB = null; 

  String content_col;   

  String uniprot_xml_content = ""; 

 // perform xpath query 

  try {             

   Connection conn = dbConnect(db); 

   Statement stat = conn.createStatement();  

ResultSet uniprotqry = stat.executeQuery("select 

uniprot_contents from uniprots where uniprot_id = \"" 

+ UniprotID + "\";"); 

while (uniprotqry.next()) { 

uniprot_xml_content = 

uniprotqry.getString("uniprot_contents");              

   } 

if (uniprot_xml_content.contentEquals("")){ 

System.out.print("There is no such uniprot as " 

+ UniprotID); 

} 

else{ 

System.out.println("Uniprot file with ID " + 

UniprotID + " exists"); 

}             
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//uniprot_xml_content String to file 

   File file = new File("FILES/uniprot_xpath.xml"); 

   Writer output = null; 

   output = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(file)); 

output.write(uniprot_xml_content); 

output.close(); 

System.out.println("file uniprot_xpath.xml created"); 

final String xPathStr = 

"uniprot_ns:uniprot/uniprot_ns:entry/uniprot_ns:dbRef

erence/" +"uniprot_ns:property[@type=\"PDB 

accession\"]/@value"; 

NamespaceContext ctx = new NamespaceContext() { 

  

  @Override 

   public String getNamespaceURI(String prefix) { 

   if (prefix.equals("uniprot_ns")) { 

    return "http://uniprot.org/uniprot"; 

   } 

   else if (prefix.equals("xsi_ns")) { 

return "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-

instance"; 

   } 

   else if (prefix.equals("xml")) { 

    return XMLConstants.XML_NS_URI; 

   } 

   else { 

    return XMLConstants.NULL_NS_URI; 

   } 

  } 

  

  @Override 

  public String getPrefix(String namespaceURI) { 

throw new UnsupportedOperationException("getPrefix() 

hasn't been implemented."); 

  } 

  

  @Override 

  public Iterator getPrefixes(String namespaceURI) { 

throw new 

UnsupportedOperationException("getPrefixes() hasn't 

been implemented."); 

  }            

  }; 

   

xPath.setNamespaceContext(ctx);             

  final XPathExpression xPathExpr = xPath.compile(xPathStr); 

final NodeList uniprot = (NodeList)xPathExpr.evaluate(new 

InputSource(new FileReader("FILES/uniprot_xpath.xml")), 

XPathConstants.NODESET); 

  

  final int nodeListLength = uniprot.getLength(); 

  PDB = new String[nodeListLength]; 

  System.out.println(uniprot); 

   

//put into PDB array + insert into uniprot_pdb DB ??? 

  for (int i = 0; i < nodeListLength; ++i) { 

   Node n = uniprot.item(i); 
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   PDB[i] = n.getNodeValue(); 

   // check if PDB exists in uniprot_to_pdb 

String qry = "select distinct pdb_id from 

uniprotID_to_pdb " + 

"where uniprot_id = \"" + UniprotID + "\" and pdb_id 

= \"" + PDB[i] + "\";"; 

   ResultSet pdb_qry = stat.executeQuery(qry);  

        if (!pdb_qry.next()) { 

    //insert into PDB DB  

   PreparedStatement prep = conn.prepareStatement( 

    "insert into uniprotID_to_pdb values (?, ?);"); 

    prep.setString(1, UniprotID); 

    prep.setString(2, PDB[i]); 

    prep.addBatch(); 

System.out.println("Stored PDB-id" + PDB[i] + 

"under uniprot id " + UniprotID);    

   conn.setAutoCommit(false); 

    prep.executeBatch(); 

    conn.setAutoCommit(true); 

  } 

else 

System.out.println("PDB-id " + 

pdb_qry.getString(pdb_id") + " already exists 

under uniprot id " + UniprotID); 

} 

}  

  catch (Exception e) { 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

  return PDB; 

 } 

      

private void download_unique_pdb_files_if_new(String[][] 

uniprot_id_to_pdb_list, String species_name){ 

  int arr_size = uniprot_id_to_pdb_list.length; 

  try { 

   if (arr_size <= 0) { 

System.out.println("PDB length is: " + arr_size 

+ "\nNothing to download!"); 

   } 

   else { 

    Connection conn = dbConnect(db); 

   for (int i = 0; i < arr_size; i++) {  

    XStream xs = new XStream(); 

String[] pdb = (String[]) 

xs.fromXML(uniprot_id_to_pdb_list[i][1]); 

     for (int j = 0; j < pdb.length; j++) { 

      System.out.print(pdb[j] +  " "); 

Statement stat = 

conn.createStatement(); 

String qry = "select distinct 

pdb_id from pdbs " + 

"where pdb_id = \"" + pdb[j] + "\" 

and species = \"" + species_name + 

"\";"; 

ResultSet pdb_qry = 

stat.executeQuery(qry); 
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if (!pdb_qry.next()) { 

                      //download and store into PDB DB 

String url = 

"http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/files/" 

+ pdb[j] + ".pdb"; 

String content = 

read_url_contents(url); 

PreparedStatement prep = 

conn.prepareStatement( 

"insert into pdbs values (?, ?, 

 ?);"); 

               

                    prep.setString(1, species_name); 

                    prep.setString(2, pdb[j]); 

                    prep.setString(3, content); 

                    prep.addBatch(); 

System.out.println("Stored PDB 

contents  for " + pdb[j] +  

" for species " + species_name + " 

in pdbs"); 

                    conn.setAutoCommit(false); 

                    prep.executeBatch(); 

conn.setAutoCommit(true); 

                   } 

}     

     System.out.println(); 

    } 

    close_db(conn); 

   } 

  } catch (Exception e){ 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

 } 

 

 public String presentSpecies(String species_list) { 

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

  String presentation  = ""; 

  String sp_id, sp_name; 

  Species species; 

 presentation = "<html>";    

     

  List<Species> mySpeciesList = new ArrayList<Species>(); 

  mySpeciesList = (List<Species>) xs.fromXML(species_list); 

  try { 

   Connection conn = dbConnect(db);    

   Statement stat = conn.createStatement(); 

      

   // for each species check if it has uniprots and pdbs 

   for (int i = 0; i < mySpeciesList.size(); i++){ 

    species = mySpeciesList.get(i); 

    sp_id = species.getId(); 

    sp_name = species.getName(); 

String qry = "SELECT uniprot_id from 

uniprotID_to_pdb " +  

"where pdb_id IN (select pdb_id from pdbs where 

species = \"" + sp_name + "\");"; 

ResultSet rs = stat.executeQuery(qry); 
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if (species.getAnnotationString() == null){ 

presentation += "<p>Species " + sp_id + 

" : " + sp_name + " has no 

annotations</p>\n"; 

    } 

    else { 

presentation += "<p>Species " + sp_id + " 

: " + sp_name + " has annotations\n"; 

findPDB(sp_name); 

     if (!rs.next()){ 

presentation += " but no uniprot 

references\n"; 

     } 

   while (rs.next()){ 

presentation += "and the following 

uniprots\n"; 

presentation += "<table cellspacing 

= 5> <tr><th>Uniprot 

ID</th><th>PDB</th></tr>"; 

presentation += "<tr><td>" + 

rs.getString("uniprot_id") + 

"</td>"; 

qry = "select pdb_id from 

uniprotID_to_pdb where uniprot_id = 

\"" + rs.getString("uniprot_id") + 

"\";"; 

ResultSet rs1 = 

stat.executeQuery(qry); 

      while (rs1.next()){ 

presentation += "<td>" + 

rs1.getString("pdb_id") + " 

"; 

} 

presentation += 

"</td></tr></table>"; 

} 

    } 

} 

presentation += "</html>"; 

  } 

  catch (Exception e){ 

  e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

  System.out.println(presentation); 

  return presentation; 

 } 

 

 /* Gets a list of species and returns location of a file 

* containing PDB references 

 */ 

 public String present_Species(String species_list) {  

  XStream xs = new XStream(); 

  String pdb_file_content  = ""; 

  String file_location = ""; 

  String sp_id, sp_name; 

  Species species; 

  String[] species_pdb; 
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  String PDB = null; 

   

  Connection conn = dbConnect(db); 

  Statement stat; 

  try { 

   stat = conn.createStatement(); 

List<Species> mySpeciesList = new 

ArrayList<Species>(); 

mySpeciesList = (List<Species>) 

xs.fromXML(species_list); 

for (int i = 0; i < mySpeciesList.size(); i++){ 

    species = mySpeciesList.get(i); 

    sp_id = species.getId(); 

    sp_name = species.getName();    

   

    species_pdb = findPDB(sp_name); 

if (species_pdb != null && species_pdb.length > 

0){ 

for (int j = 0; j < species_pdb.length; 

j++){ 

      PDB = species_pdb[i - 1]; 

     }        

    } 

   } 

   String qry = "select * from pdbs " + 

         "where pdb_id = \"" + PDB + "\";";    

   ResultSet pdb_contents = stat.executeQuery(qry); 

if (pdb_contents.next()) { 

pdb_file_content = 

pdb_contents.getString("pdb_contents"); 

} 

// Create the FILES/TMP folder 

File tempDir = new 

File("Z:/exjobb/workspace/mywebservice/FILES/TMP/"); 

        String prefix = "present_pdb_" + PDB; 

String suffix = ".txt";              

File temp = File.createTempFile(prefix, suffix, 

tempDir);                   

file_location = temp.getAbsolutePath(); 

System.out.println("ABS path :\n" + file_location + 

"\n"); 

BufferedWriter out = new BufferedWriter(new 

FileWriter(temp)); 

out.write(pdb_file_content); 

out.close(); 

} catch (SQLException e) {      

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } catch (IOException e) {      

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  }     

  //return pdb_file_content; 

  return file_location; 

 } 

   

 /****************************************************/ 

 

 private static XPath xPath = null; 
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 static ArrayList sbml_list = new ArrayList(); 

String db = 

"jdbc:sqlite:Z:/exjobb/workspace/mywebservice/FILES/DB/uniprot_fi

les.db"; 

   

} 
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B - WORKFLOW EXECUTION TIMES  

 

Workflow 
Run 

Vistrails 
without using 

web service 
(in seconds) 

Vistrails 
using web 

service 
(in seconds) 

Taverna using 
web service 

(in seconds) 
1 1.7 6.3 7.3 

2 1.0 1.2 4.6 

3 1.1 0.7 4.3 

4 0.7 1.1 4.3 

5 0.9 0.8 4.1 

6 1.0 0.9 4.1 

7 0.8 1.0 4.1 

8 0.7 1.0 4.3 

9 0.7 0.8 4.4 

10 0.8 0.7 4.0 

11 0.7 0.8 4.2 

        

Average 0.9 1.4 4.5 

 

Table 1 – Execution times of the Visualize PDB workflow 
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C – SOFTWARE USED 

 

Vistrails version 1.2.1 1336  

Taverna version 2.0 

Eclipse Ganymede version 3.4.2 

Microsoft Windows XP Professional service pack 3 

SQLite JDBC v054 

Libsbml (python and Java bindings) 

XStream version 1.3 (XML Serializer) 

Xpp3 version 1.1.4c (XML pull parser) 

Apache Tomcat version 6.0.18 
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